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Barry William Watchel 
20 — 12120 189A Street 
Pitt Meadows, BC V3Y 1V5 
1—250—574—1888 
Self Represented 
‘f A/ JUN 08. 2017 
CLERK OF THE SUPERIOR COU BY: C. WEST, DEPUTY CLERKRT 
4&5 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SHASTA 
Barry William Watchel NO. 1 8 7 5 9 1 3375 
Plaintiff, COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES
- 
(Amount demanded exceeds $25,000) 
vs.
‘ 
Facebooklnc. [Vb 
1?CIV04362 WWW 
Defendant 
Plaintiff alleges: 
CAUSE OF ACTION 
1. Plaintiff Barry William Watchel (hereinafter 'Plaintiff’), and in this court of record 
complains that Facebook Inc. (hereinafter called ’Defendant’), who is summoned to 
answer the said Plaintiff in a plea of trespass, injury and property on the case, to wit: 
2. The Defendant is a company that is a social media site that provided the product that 
the Plaintiff started using and paid the‘ Defendant to advertise on in August 2016. 
3. While still paying for advertising with the Defendant‘s product, in and around October 
25, 2016 unknown Facebook accounts started attacking the Plaintiff in a defamatory 
manner‘on the Plaintiff’s company Facebook page, as well as attacking the Plaintiff’s 
business and staff.
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The Plaintiff paid the Defendant‘for the right to advertise for the Plaintiff‘s four 
companies, these companies were — Prorapid Compliance SA DE CV., Yazmin Oilfield SA 
DE CV., Earth and iron Project Management SA DE CV. and Pro-Rapid Compliance 
(registered in British Columbia). All four companies were designed to work 
together. The entire business was still in administrative process but was organized to 
have all the services needed in developing the infrastructure to drill oil wells and bring 
them into production which would establish the well heads to tie into the pipe 
lines being built to carry the raw product to market. 
The remarks which were made using the Facebook accounts that were harassing the 
plaintiff were reported on a daily basis by the Plaintiff, the Plaintiff’s business, staff and 
friends which approximately totalled over one thousand reports to the Defendant in 
regard to the harassment, and defamatory comments arising from the fake Facebook 
accounts. 
The Defendant breached their duty and did not investigate the plaintiff's complaints and 
would only reply with computer generated responses that the reports "did not go 
against their community standards". 
The Plaintiff tried numerous times to personally contact the Defendant to speak to and 
report to the Defendant about the personal attacks and the attacks against his business 
and staff. 
Eventually a Facebook account by an unknown person or entity was set up using the 
Plaintiff‘s profile pictures and made to look like his business Facebook page but with the 
word 'scam' incorporated into the business name. 
The Plaintiff along with his staff, his business and friends reported the duplicate scam 
Facebook page many times. The same fake users commenting on that page were also 
reported for harassment, fake usage and defamation. 
These same fake Facebook account users called the Plaintiff‘s business associates 
slandering the Plaintiff and his companies which in turn caused them to back out from 
becoming involved with Plaintiff‘s companies as the associate‘s shareholders did not 
want to become assoCiated with a scandal.
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11. The Defendant did not help or assist in any manner and allowed the defamation and 
destruction of the Plaintiff’s business, personal and staff reputations to continue 
approximately over a three month period. 
12. The Plaintiff sent emails to the Defendant’s security department, legal department, vice 
presidents and CEO Mark Zuckerberg more than once and also sent a letter via courier 
(which was signed for by a Facebook employee) and reported using the reporting tools 
on- the Defendant‘s page. 
13. The reports, letters and emails were sent to the Defendant between October 25, 2016 
up to the end ofJanuary 2017. 
14. The Plaintiff did receive one computer generated email from the Defendant‘s security 
department in May 2017 and it stated that they were sorry the Plaintiff was having a 
bad experience and the Plaintiff responded to it. There was then a response from the 
securityrdepartment that appeared to be computer generated and again the Plaintiff 
responded and this time asked if the writer was human or a computer and the 
Defendant has not responded since. 
15. The Plaintiff is aware of Section 230 of the CDA that protects the Defendant from being 
responsible for the content put on Facebook and the Plaintiff is not holding the 
Defendant responsible for the information posted by the fake account holders. 
16. The Plaintiff is holding the Defendant. responsible for the role of allowing the 
defamatory comments to stay on Facebook, allowing fake account users to continue 
with the defamatory comments for many months, even after hundreds of reports 
against the fake users and for allowing a duplicate Facebook page to the Plaintiffs 
business account to stay up and running on the website using the Plaintiff‘s business 
profile pictures and company name. All these complaints were given to the Defendant 
by many sources numbering more than approximately one thousand times. 
17. The Plaintiff is claiming for damages in a Tort of Negligence, and Strict Liability for the 
cost of consequences. This is possible through vicarious liability on the part of 
employees working for the Defendant, which was caused by the omission in their duty 
of care as is required according to the Defendant‘s policies as set in their advertising
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policies through their media outlet in preventing financial harm coming to an advertiser 
using their product. This also constitutes a Breach of Contract on the part of the 
Defendant of which the Plaintiff is also claiming as contributing to the damages caused 
by the Defendant‘s carelessness which any reasonable person could foresee happening 
if there was an omission to their duty of care towards their customer’s requests and 
concerns, regardless of how they interpreted any company policies that were set forth 
in their policies. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION -— BREACH OF CONTRACT 
The Plaintiff signed up to advertise with the Defendant and the information on the 
Defendant‘s website clearly shows under the safety letter of Monika Bickert, Head of 
Global Product Policy on the Defendant‘s website which states:“Keeping you safe. We 
have zero tolerance for any behavior that puts people in danger, whether someone is 
organizing or advocating real-world violence or bullying other people. Requiring people 
to use their authentic identity on Facebook helps motivate all of us to act responsibly, 
since our names and reputations are visibly linked to our words and actions.“ 
Further under the safety section of the Defendant‘s website: ‘We carefully review 
reports of threatening language to identify serious threats of harm to public and 
personal safety. We remove credible threats of physical harm to individuals. We also 
remove specific threats of theft, vandalism, or other financial harm. ‘ 
The Plaintiff reported the defamatory comments repeatedly over a period from October 
2016 to January 2017. The Defendant did not follow through with keeping the Plaintiff 
safe from defamatory comments, fake user accounts or copycat accounts 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION: TORT OF NEGLIGENCE 
Tort — a wrongful act, other than a breach of contract, that results in injury to another 
parties person, property, dignity or reputation, and which is recognized by statute or 
common law as a legitimate basis for liability.
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If unintentional — The Defendant is liable because they refused to assist the Plaintiff with 
due care in protecting his interests, after many attempts to bring the seriousness of the 
repeating harassment to their attention. 
If intentional - If the Defendant refused to adhere to their own policy then the 
Defendant in effect broke any contract or agreement which would rescind the contract 
making them liable for a tort of negligence. 
Duty of Due Care — if the Defendant could have foreseen injury to a particular person, 
he has a duty to him. 
The Plaintiff reported to the Defendant in regard to the abuse of their product in every 
possible way known on the reporting system in place, via email to the security 
department, legal department, vice presidents and Mark Zuckerberg, the Plaintiff even 
couriered a letter to the Defendant‘s head office to the attention of the 
aforementioned. The Defendant after the first report should have known and most 
certainly would have known after every report thereafter had the Defendant been 
serious about their customers‘ welfare and well being which was as claimed in the 
advertising policies of Defendant‘s product. The Plaintiff outlined in his reports and 
emailed to the Defendant about the effect of the defamatory comments on the 
Plaintiff‘s business, person, as well as the negative effects on the Plaintiff‘s employees. 
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION — NEGLIGENCE 
Defendant was careless by not investigating and providing a remedy to the Plaintiff. An 
unreasonable (but unintentional) interference with the Plaintiff's legally protected 
interest. The Plaintiff has actual harm (damages) in the form of personal injury and 
property damage. The Plaintiff can show that the Defendant’s conduct fell below the 
standard of care required under the circumstances according to their advertising policy. 
The said condition was reported to the Defendant and existed for a sufficient amount of 
time for the Defendant to notice such condition and have time to correct the condition. 
The Defendant negligently and carelessly failed to correct the conditions above and as a 
result the Plaintiff sustained injury which was foreseeable to the Defendant. 
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION -COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
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The Defendant allowed the Plaintiff's personal property to be copied and used against 
him, against the Plaintiff's wishes. The Plaintiff reported the abuse to the Defendant‘s 
security and legal departments about the copyright infringement and received the same 
computer generated reply, "that it did not go against their community standards“. 
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION —UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATED 
Article 1 - All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are 
endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of 
brotherhood. 
Article 2 - Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this 
Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, 
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. 
Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or 
international status of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be 
independent, trust, non-self—governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty. 
Article 3 — Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person. 
. Article 7 - All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to 
equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any 
discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such 
discrimination. 
Article 8 - Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national 
tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by 
law. 
Article 10 — Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an 
independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations 
and of any criminal charge against him. 
Article 12 - No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, 
home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has 
the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.
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Article 17 - (1) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association 
with others. 
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property. 
Article 19 - Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right 
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart 
information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers. 
Article 23 - (1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and 
favorable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment. 
(2) Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work. 
(3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for 
himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if 
necessary, by other means of social protection. 
(4) Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his 
interests. 
Article 27 - (1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the 
community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits. 
(2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting 
from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author. 
Article 28 - Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights 
and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized. 
Article 29 - (1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full 
development of his personality is possible. 
(2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such 
limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition 
and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements 
of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society. 
(3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and 
principles of the United Nations.
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Article 30 - Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, 
group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the 
destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein. 
It has been a very stressful problem for the Plaintiff and as a result of this inactivity the 
Plaintiff has suffered irreparable damage and loss of earnings, growth, investments, 
time and energy. 
Claim for Damage: 
The Plaintiff is seeking damages as in the following: 
- $10,000,000.00 (usd) for defamation of character. 
- $10,000,000.00 (usd) for personal injury. 
- $800,000,000.00 (usd) for loss of income 
(break down is $200,000,000.00 (usd) per year for 4 years). 
- $1,200,000,000.00 (usd) for loss of future company value. 
Please keep in mind that this was an oilfield venture into the burgeoning Mexican 
Oilfield. To date there has been extreme growth and profits enjoyed by those 
companies the Plaintiff was involved with when setting up the three companies that 
were to employ approximately 2500 people including subcontracting companies in all 
the various aspects of oilfield operations. 
With the work load, the amount of oil wells and pipelines to construct, the Plaintiff had 
$625 million dollars (usd) of work per year on a 4 year program. At 32% this adds up to 
$200 million dollars (usd) profit per year, equaling approximately an $800 million dollar 
(usd) loss, all because of bad publicity on Facebook. This led to personal attacks against 
the Plaintiff, which in turn caused a lack of non—confidence in investors and business 
associates.
I 
The potential company value the Plaintiff lost is because when you sell a company it is 
based on your profits per year. It is sold for 5x, 6x, or even 7x the annual profit. In this 
case and to be fair the Plaintiff chose 6x the annual profit. This is a very common pricing.
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As most commercial and construction companies base everything out on a 7 
year payout in what is recognized as 7x the fold. 
5x for a fire sale 
6x for a quick sale 
7x for a normal going sale 
The actions and inactions of the Defendant caused harm to the Plaintiff by loss 
of income as the defamatory comments and information by the Fake Facebook Users 
and the duplicate Facebook "scam" page targeting the Plaintiff‘s business caused loss of 
income for the Plaintiff. The Plaintiff is looking for a judgement against the Defendant 
as follows: 
1. Personal Injury. 
2 Loss of income and earnings. 
3 Loss of business 
4. Such other and further relief as the court may deem proper 
5 Costs 
7l€oc$€ €636 61;‘r‘\6~C/\r\eé Emirx‘i‘o‘itS 
Dated: éw 5’ 3'090’ 7’ % ’— 
Barry William Watchel 
Plaintiff
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Ad Accounts Uterine . 
Account ID Status Spent 
Barry Watchel 
4 
111099155999219 0 Active 81.59909
‘Trjx 
INFO ABOUT THE COMPANY AND IMPACT FROM A CLIENT 
Information'about the 3 companies and overview of timeline of events November 2016 
Prepared for lawyer 
lmpact statement written by a prorapid client November 2016 
Shows the impact on our existing customers 
Page shows how many people talking about the scam page November 2016 
The numbers would multiply from there (1,000) 
This has impacted many people — the owner of the companies (3 in total), the ofﬁce staff and the 
existing clients. This has impacted any potential new clients and has also impacted going fonNard with 
contact and business with any potential oil companies. This negative and untruthful information has 
been seen by many potential customers. This also limits how the company can try and do any business 
as any oil company will not want to be linked to any sort of negative attention.
(x /
“
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IN JULY 2014 PEMEX THE MEXICAN OIL COMPANY OWNED BY THE MEXICAN GOVERNMENT CAME T0 
CALGARY IN SEARCH OF CANADIAN COMPANIES WITH EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE TO COME TO 
MEXICO IN THE NEW OIL FRONTIER. THIS IS THE FIRST TIME IN DECADES A FOREIGN COMPANY HAS 
BEEN INVITED TO WORK IN MEXICO. SO I ENGAGED IN THIS NEW VENTURE AND I WANTED TO HELP 
OILFIELD COMPANIES AND WORKERS HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO BE PART OF THE WORK IN MEXICO. l 
STARTED MY RESEARCH WORKING LONG HOURS PER DAY 7 DAYS PER WEEK. THIS IS THE WORK I AM 
ACCUSTOMED TO FOR THE PAST 31 YEARS DOING BUSINESS IN CANADA. I SPENT COUNTLESS DAYS IN 
MEXICO ON AND OFF FOR THE PAST 18 MONTHS SETTING UP EARTH AND IRON PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT. I WAS GATHERING UP INFORMATION AND CONNECTIONS. DURING MANY TALKS AND 
MEETINGS WITH OIL COMPANY PERSONNEL I FOUND OUT THERE WAS A HUGE MARKET FOR MY 
SERVICES. THIS GOT BIGGER AS IT WENT AND MANY COMPANIES WANTED A TURN KEY BUSINESS. 
THAT IS HOW I STARTED YAZMIN OILFIELD SERVICES AND THAT COMPANY WILL ASSIST EARTH AND 
IRON FOR THE OIL COMPANIES THAT WANTA TURNKEY SERVICE (SUPPLYING MANY SERVICES FOR THE 
OILFIELD SECTOR). THROUGHOUT MY RESEARCH MEXICO HAS NEVER HAD A SAFETY PROGRAM IN 
PLACE, SO I STARTED UP PRO—RAPID COMPLIANCE BRINGING THE CANADIAN COMPLIANCE AND SAFETY 
INTO MEXICO (CANADA'S SAFETY IS RANKED NEAR THE TOP IN THE WORLD). 
COMPANY FUNCTIONS: 
EARTH AND IRON 
IS A PROJECT MANAGEMENT COMPANY. THIS IS A CONSULTING COMPANY THAT AN OIL COMPANY 
WOULD HIRE TO OVERSEE A PROJECT FROM START TO FINISH. INCLUDING DRILLING COMPLETIONS, 
EARTH WORBKS, PIPELINE FACILITIES, BATTERIES AND PLANT CONSTRUCTION AND ROADS AND WELLSITE 
CONSTRUCTION AND ENGINEERING OF ALL TYPES DEPENDING ON THE PROJECT. THIS IS A REGISTERED 
MEXICAN COMPANY. 
YAZMIN OILFIELD SERVICES 
THIS COMPANY WAS STARTED TO ASSIST EARTH AND IRON PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN ALL PHASES OF 
OILFIELD WORK. IT SUPPLIES ALL DIFFERENT SERVICES REQUIRED IN THE DRILLING PHASES AND
_ 
PRODUCTION PHASES. UNDER ITS UMBRULLA IS A BUNCH OF CANADIAN AND U.S. COMPANIESPUT 
TOGETHER SUCH AS DRILLING RIG COMPANIES, TRUCKING COMPANIES, PIPELINE COMPANIES, RENTAL 
COMPANIES, PRESSURE TRUCK'COMPANIES, LAYDOWN COMPANIES, PIPE SUPPLY COMPANIES, 
DRILLING MUD COMPANIES, DIRECTIONAL DRILLING COMPANIES, CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES 
(SUPPLYING HEAVEY EQUIPMENT), CHEMICAL COMPANIES, SAFETY COMPANIES ETC. THIS IS A 
REGISTERED MEXICAN COMPANY. 
PRO-RAPID COMPLIANCE 
THIS COMPANY WAS STARTED DUE TO THE LACK OF SAFETY IN MEXICO. MEXICO HAS NEXT NOTHING 
WITH REGARD TO SAFETY. THIS COMPANY BRINGS THE SAFETY AND COMPLIANCE THAT HAS BEEN
o
ENFORCED IN CANADA FOR MANY YEARS TO MEXICO. THIS COMPANY DOES FULL BACKGROUND 
CHECKS ON EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE FOR EACH AND EVERY APPLICANT. THIS REDUCES LIABILITY, 
INJURY AND DEATH. WE ARRANGE FOR CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS TO PREVENT LIABILITY FOR 
THE COMPANIES THAT HIRE THEM. WE MAKE SURE THAT EVERYONE HAS ALL THEIR SAFETY TICKETS UP 
TO DATE FOR THE POSITION APPLIED FOR. WE ALSO MAKE SURE THEIR LIABILITY AND WORKER 
INSURANCE IS UP TO DATE. WE DO ONSITE SAFETY TRAINING. WE ASSIST IN OBTAINING WORKING 
VISAS AND IMPORTATING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING TOOLS AND VEHICLES ETC. TO DO THE JOB. WE DO 
THIS FOR BOTH WORKERS AND CONTRACTORS. FOR THE SERVICES SUPPLIED ABOVE WE DO CHARGE A 
FEE TO COVER THE COST. THIS IS A MEXICAN REGISTERED COMPANY AND IS ALSO REGISTERED IN BC 
CANADA. 
BARRY IS A 90% OWNER OF ALL THE BUSINESS IN MEXICO AND 100% OWNER OF PRO—RAPID 
COMPLIANCE IN CANADA. ROB YANOTA IS 10% OWNER OF THE ALL THREE MEXICAN REGISTERED 
COMPANIES IN MEXICO. IN THE BEGINNING THE RULE WAS THAT ONE OWNER HAS TO BE OF MEXICAN 
CITIZENSHIP. THE COMPANY OBTAINED PERMISSION FROM HENRY WALL AND OFFERRED 5% OF THE 
COMPANY (AT NO CHARGE) TO HIM SO THAT THE COMPANY COULD BE REGISTERED IN MEXICO. WHEN 
THE COMPANY WAS BEING FORMED HENRY WALL TRIED TO CHANGE THE AGREEMENT VERBALLY MADE 
WITH HIM. THERE IS A LAWYER BY THE NAME OF LUIS G. BATIZ USED IN VANCOUVER THAT DOES LAW 
IN BOTH MEXICO AND BRITISH COLUMBIA. THIS LAWYER POINTED OUT THAT THERE IS NO RULE 
ANYMORE THAT A PARTNER HAS TO BE MEXICAN (HENRY WAS DRIVING THIS LAWYER CRAZY AS WELL) - THE RULE IS THERE HAS TO BE AT LEAST 2 OWNERS. 
BARRY SET UP THE COMPANIES AND DID NOT NEED ANY STAFFING FOR YAZMIN OR EARTH AND IRON 
AS HE DID EVERYTHING HIMSELF UP TO THIS DATE. TO GETTHINGS READY TO GO HE STARTED THE 
PROCESS TO GET THINGS READY. ONE PERSON THAT WAS INVOLVED WAS ERIC LACHANCE OF 
KAMLOOPS BC. HE WAS GOING TO BE A SUPERVISOR FOR EARTH AND IRON AND HIS ROLE WAS TO BE 
A CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISOR DOING EARTH WORKS. HE IS CURRENTLY WORKING ON A PROJECT IN 
SASKATCHEWAN AND HE HAD PEOPLE SIGN UP WITH PRO-RAPID COMPLIANCE THAT HE WANTED TO 
BRING TO MEXICO WITH HIM. BARRY HAS HAD A WORKING HISTORY AND FRIENDSHIP WITH ERIC 
LACHANCE. ERIC LACHANCE WORKED FOR BARRY ON A PROJECT IN NORTHERN ALBERTA IN 2006. 
WHILE TALKING ABOUT THIS ERIC TOLD BARRY ABOUT HIS COMMON LAW SPOUSE ERIN REESE (WHO 
ALSO GOES BY THE NAME OF ERIN MASTALIER) AS SHE WAS INTERESTED IN BEING HIRED AND SHE 
— PROVIDED HER RESUME. SHE WAS TOLD THAT SHE WOULD BE DEALING WITH ONLY YAZMIN. SHE 
WOULD BE WORKING WITH HENRY WALL WHO WAS GOING TO BE THE 5% PARTNER. HENRY STARTED 
TO BE A PROBLEM TO THE COMPANY AS AFTER THE VERBAL DEAL WITH REGARD TO THE PARTNERSHIP 
HE WANTED MORE OF A PERCENTAGE. GOING FROM 5 TO 33% PARTNER AND EVENTUALLY WANTED 
TO BE PUT ON PAPER AS 100% OWNER. HENRY HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH ANY OF THE COMPANIES 
AND DID NOT PROVIDE ANY SORT OF INVESTMENT. HE HAD BEEN IN CONTACT WITH A RELATIVE OF HIS 
THAT IS A LAWYER IN MEXICO AND STATED THAT IS THE ONLY WAY THE BUSINESSES COULD PROCEED 
IN MEXICO. AT THAT TIME HE WAS TOLD IT WAS BEST HE WENT HIS SEPARATE WAY. AFTER THE 
PHONE CALL THIS WAS FOLLOWED WITH TEXT MESSAGES THAT WERE POLITE AND I EVEN OFFERRED TO 
HELP HIM SET UP A COMPANY OF HIS OWN IF HE WAS GOING TO START ONE.
<7“ 
ERIN HAD ASKED MONTHS PRIOR FOR A COMPUTER SO THAT SHE COULD BE PREPARED FOR THE START 
OF THE COMPANY. SHE WAS NOT TO START WORKING UNTIL EVERYTHING WAS UP AND RUNNING. 
THIS WAS A WELL KNOWN FACT. BECAUSE OF HER ENTHUSIASM AND PUSHINESS BARRY PROVIDED A 
BRAND NEW LAPTOP TO HER. WITHOUT BARRY KNOWING AND BEFORE HENRY WAS TOLD TO GO HIS 
SEPARATE WAY HE MUST HAVE BEEN ASKING HER TO PROVIDE SOME DUTIES. BARRY ADVISED ERIN 
MORE THAN ONCE SHE DOES NOT HAVE TO LISTEN TO HIM AS THEY HAD NOT STARTED UP AND 
YAZMIN HAD NO BUSINESS YET AND THERE WERE NO DUTIES AT THIS TIME. 
PRO-RAPID COMPLIANCE, YAZMIN AND EARTH AND IRON OPENED A FACEBOOK PAGE AND PAID 
FACEBOOK FOR ADVERTISING. PRO-RAPID HAS APPROXIMATELY 70 PEOPLE SIGNED UP AND READY TO 
GO. 
BARRY. HAD BEEN TOLD IT WOULD BE APPROXIMATELY NOVEMBER WHEN THE OIL COMPANIES WOULD 
BE ABLE TO GET STARTED. TO DATE THE OIL COMPANIES ARE WAITING TO OBTAIN LICENCES AND 
PERMITS TO START PROJECTS. 
APPROXIMATELY 3 WEEKS AGO - PROBLEMS STARTED ON THE COMPANY FACEBOOK PAGE. THERE 
WERE POSTINGS MADE ORIGINALLY FROM A PERSON BY THE NAME OF TREVOR ROY. THIS PERSON HAS 
A FACEBOOK PAGE AND LIVES IN QUISPAMSIS NB AND PHONE # ON CANADA 411 IS (506)847-2693. 
THIS PERSON IS NOT SIGNED UP WITH PRO-RAPID AND THE OFFICE MANAGER HAS A RECALL OF 
SPEAKING WITH A TREVOR ON THE PHONE AND THINKS IT MAY HAVE BEEN HIM. ALSO BARRY 
RECEIVED AN EMAIL FROM HIM ASKING QUESTIONS. HE STARTED TO PUT COMMENTS ON THE PRO- 
RAPID FB PAGE AND SAID THAT THE COMPANY WAS A SCAM AND OTHER REMARKS THAT WERE 
EXTREMELY NEGATIVE. THESE REMARKS WERE REPORTED TO FB MANY TIMES PER DAY BY PRO-RAPID 
AND ALSO OTHER PEOPLE. BARRY DELETED THE MESSAGES AND EVENTUALLY BLOCKED HIM. THEN 
TREVOR ROY STARTED COMMENTING ON THE PAGE UNDER THE ALIAS NAME LEMONAID ROY. THESE 
WERE ALSO REPORTEDG' MANY TIMES TO FB. TREVOR ROY IN HIS COMMENTS ELUDED THAT ERIC 
LACHANCE AND ERIN REESE WERE PART OF THE SO CALLED SCAM. ' 
AT THAT TIME TREVOR ROY ALSO PERSONALLY ATTACKED BARRY WATCHEL AND CORAL HIBBS. I 
WOULD REPORT AND DELETE THE MESSAGES. TREVOR ROY WAS POSTING THINGS LIKE DESCRIBING 
CORAL HIBBS AS A BIKER ESCORT, AND THAT I WAS A SCAM ARTIST ***************
_ 
TROUBLE STARTED WITH ERIC LACHANCE. HE WAS STARTING TO BECOME UPSET BECAUSE HE WANTED 
TO START WORK NOVEMBER 1“. BARRY SPOKE WITH HIM - EXPLAINED THAT WORK WAS NOT 
STARTING ON NOVEMBER 1“. BARRY IN THE MEANTIME HAD KEPT IN TOUCH WITH ERIN REESE. ERIN 
. 
WANTED A LIST OF CLIENTS FROM EARTH AND IRON AND A LIST OF PEOPLE REGISTERED WITH PRO— 
RAPID COMPLIANCE. THIS INFORMATION HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE COMPANY OF YAZMIN OF 
WHICH SHE WAS GOING TO BE WORKING FOR. I TOLD ERIN EXACTLY THAT BECAUSE I DID NOT WANT 
PEOPLE GETTING THE THREE COMPANIES MIXED UP. 
A FACEBOOK PAGE WAS PUT ONLINE CALLED 'PRO—RAPID COMPLIANCE SCAM’. THIS PAGE WAS PUT UP 
AND USED THE SAME PICTURE AND LOOKED ALMOST IDENTICAL TO THE COMPANY FB PAGE. AT THE
TOP OF THE PAGE WAS INFORMATION TO CONTACT AND REPORT THE COMPANY AS A FRAUD. THEY 
ACCUSED THE COMPANY OF MAKING PEOPLE PAY FOR A JOB. ABBY CARROTHERS WHOSE HUSBAND 
MATTHEW IS SIGNED UP POSTED COMMENTS ON THIS PAGE AND CHALLENGED WHAT THEY PUT 
ONLINE. SHE WAS PERSONALLY ATTACKED. SEE ATTACHED INFORMATION WITH REGARD TO HER 
THREAD OF CONVERSATION. ABBY HAD TOLD THEM THAT SHE REPORTED THEM TO THE POLICE AND 
SAID THEY WERE GOING TO GET SUED. ONE PERSON BY THE NAME OF CHRIS CHAMBERS HAD REPLIED 
TO ABBY DURING THIS THREAD AND HAD REPLIED TO HER FROM HIS OWN FB RATHER THAN BEING 
UNDER THE PRO-RAPID SCAM PAGE. CHRIS CHAMBERS IS ALSO A FRIEND OF ERIC LACHANCE AND ERIN 
REESE ON FB. AFTER SHE ADVISED SHE REPORTED TO THE POLICE THIS SEEMED ENOUGH SO THAT THE 
PAGE WENT DOWN. 
AROUND THIS TIME HEATHER HAD POSTED THAT THEY NEED TO DO SOME RESEARCH AS THEY ARE NOT 
CHARGING FOR JOBS BUT THERE ARE COSTS INVOLVED IN ORDER TO HAVE EACH PERSON SIGNED UP 
READY TO GO. THEY ACCUSED HER OF BEING PART OF THE SCAM - SAID BECAUSE HER LISTED CITY OF 
RESIDENCE IS NOT FAR FROM THE OFFICE ADDRESS. SHE WAS TOLD THAT SHE WOULD BE REPORTED 
TO THE CANADIAN ANTI FRAUD. 
THE PAGE WAS BACK UP THE NEXT DAY AND FROM THERE IS REALLY EXPLODED. ERIC LACHANCE HAD 
RESPONDED TO THEIR POSTS. THERE ARE THREADS WHERE SOMEONE WARNED TREVOR ROY THAT 
ERIC LACHANCES GIRLFRIEND WAS ASSOCIATED TO YAZMIN. THEN THERE ARE CONVERSATIONS WHERE 
ERIN REESE HAD SAID THAT FOR THE LAST COUPLE OF WEEKS SHE WAS ’BEING A DOUBLE AGENT' AND 
PERSONALLY ATTACKED BARRY AND WAS GIVING INFORMATION ABOUT THE COMPANY. IN ONE OF 
THE THREADS IT SEEMED TO BE A MESSAGE OR TEXT SORT OF CONVERSATION BETWEEN TREVOR ROY 
AND ERIN AND THEN THE CONVERSATION WAS POSTED. ERIN REESE HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH PRO- 
COMPLIANCE OR EARTH AND IRON AND SHE HAD NOT YET STARTED WORK FOR YAZMIN. 
THERE WERE THREADS WHERE THEY WANTED TO SPEAK ABOUT MANAGER CORAL HIBBS OF PRO RAPID 
AND POSTED THAT SHE WAS AN ESCORT AND A BIKER GIRL. THEY POSTED A PICTURE ON THE WEBSITE 
AND INDICATED THAT ONE OF THE TWO GIRLS WAS CORAL (OF WHICH IT IS NOT). 
. DURING THE TIME BARRY HAD TOLD TREVOR ROY A FEW TIMES THAT HE WAS GOING TO SUE HIM FOR 
SLANDER (LIBEL). THERE ARE A NUMBER OF PEOPLE THAT HAVE POSTED AND SEEM ED TO BE 
INTERTWINED WITH PRO-RAPID SCAM PAGE AND TREVOR ROY. 
SCREEN SHOTS WERE TAKEN OF SOME OF THE THREADS AND CONVERSATIONS WHICH WERE PROVIDED 
TO THE LAWYER. 
OTHER CLIENTS ARE BEING CONTACTED DIRECTLY BY TREVOR ROY AND OTHERS. THEY ARE REPORTING 
THAT TO BARRY. 
THERE WERE APPROXIMATELY 200 REPORTS OF THESE POSTS TO FB. UNFORTUNATELY IT WAS MET 
WITH FB DOING NOTHING AND THE RESPONSE FROM THEM WAS TO JUST BLOCK THE WRITER.
I“
I 
BARRY EMAILED FACEBOOK AND ASKED THAT THEIR WEBSITE BE TAKEN DOWN AS 
THIS HAS MADE A HUGE AFFECT ON THE BUSINESSES. THE BUSINESS HAS REALLY BEEN ATA STAND 
STILL SINCE THIS STARTED.. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO CONTINUE TO ADVERTISE FOR CUSTOMERS THAT ARE 
MET WITH THAT KIND OF NEGATIVITY. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO GO FORWARD WITH CONTACTS WITH OIL 
COMPANIES WITH THIS SORT OF INFORMATION ONLINE AGAINST ALL THREE COMPANIES AND BARRY 
WATCHEL PERSONALLY. THERE HAVE ALSO BEEN SEVERAL NEGATIVE POSTS ON EARTH AND IRON AND 
YAZMIN. 
THE PROJECTED INCOME OF THE THREE COMPANIES ONCE UP AND RUNNING IS ABOUT $250,000,000+ 
PER YEAR AND ALL PROJECTS COMING UP ARE 3-8 YEARS LONG. 
THERE ARE NUMEROUS CLIENTS AND CONTRACTORS THAT HAVE BEEN AFFECTED AND HAVE BEEN 
STRESSED OUT AND CALLING ON A DAILY BASIS WITH THEIR CONCERNS AND THREATS. THESE PEOPLE 
HAVE INDICATED THAT THIS HAS AFFECTED THEIR FAMILY/MARRIAGE. 
THESE PEOPLE HAVE ATTACKED THE COMPANY, EMPLOYEES AND CLIENTS PERSONALLY AND 
PROFESSIONALLY. THIS IS AT A POINT WHERE I AM NOT SURE THE COMPANIES CAN RECOVER. IT IS 
MOST CERTAIN'THAT BUSINESS HAS BEEN LOST. IT HAS CRIPPLED ALL THREE COMPANIES AND MYSELF 
AS NOW THERE IS SO MUCH NEGATIVE IMPACT THAT THE COMPANIES CANNOT GO FORWARD ON 
FACEBOOK OR SOCIAL MEDIA. WHETHER THAT WEBSITE IS STILL UP OR NOT—THERE IS NO GUARANTEE 
THAT IT WILL STAY DOWN. THE DAMAGE HAS BEEN DONE AND FB HAS BEEN NEGLIGENT ALL ALONG AS 
THEY DID NOT PROTECT ME AS A CUSTOMER AND ARE AN ACCESSARY TO DEFMATION OF CHARACTER 
AND LIBEL. 
YOU PAY FOR SOCIAL MEDIA TO MAKE A COMPANY NOT DESTROY A COMPANY. 
ON A SEPARATE PAGE BARRY WILL PROVIDE AS MUCH CONTACT INFORMATION ON THE PEOPLE 
INVOLVED WITH THE LIBEL PORTION OF THE SCAM PAGE.
‘3 8w 
To. Whom it may concern
I 
Regarding-Pro Rapid Compliance/Facebook L 
Hello my name is Todd Shapka ,I wanted to 
share my own personal impact experience I 
have had in the last couple months through 
Facebook, regarding Pro Rapid Compliance , l 
first saw there Ad that they were looking for 
workers in Mexico around the first week of 
Sept [2016 I called/and talked to The 
receptionist that answered the phone , she 
explained the process to me that they were a 
compliance company and did all the checks on 
workers to be hired by other companies to go 
to work in Mexico. I asked a lot of questions 
and they were all answered, I then Registered 
with them and paid my fee, with in 10 days all 
my compliance checks had been completed 
my references checked as well and was told I 
was on the list to go to work, I started to 
follow Pro rapid on face book and noticed a I'm ‘ 
lot of very negative comments and slander I 
being posted, there were a lot of comments I 
about it being a scam and that we were all jui W S scammed for our registration fees, that the I 
owner was a bad reputation,and that there 
was no work . I was shocked of how many 
different pages set up even a Scam page anc 
bad comments towards Pro rapid, there were 
two individuals that I saw create the most 
scandalous character comments, a Trevor 
Roy, and Ed Jarvis, there comments about it 
being a scam ,that they didn't exist. That ' 
there was no office and no one to contact , 
that they were not accredited to the better 
business bureau etc.. this had impacted my 
personal thoughts to wonder if these people 
knew what they were talking about, I 
investigated more to find out , I could not 
believe how much negativity was being 
posted and until I talked to pro rapid myself 
they confirmed with me that they were Iookii 
into it but had to assure me they were not a 
scam and they were having huge issues with 7.. 
postings from people spreading false 
information about them.i feel this was very 
emotional stressful experience for me, I am an 
Alberta oilfield worker and have been laid off 
for 9 months, this was a huge positive for me 
to finally find work and the chance to provide 
for my family again , these negitive comments 
jUSt made me feel very disappointed and 
unsure of what I had spent my last dollars on 
to register with, it seemed like every day there 
~ was new slanderous comments to read, I 
decided to private message one of the most 
‘ detrimental posters and he‘t'old me that he 
knew forsure it was a scam and that he had 
done his homework and said these people 
were all scammers and bikers and I would 
never be going to Mexico,this made me very 
disappointed to hear but I decided to contact 
pro rapid again and spoke to Barry Watchel 
and he explained what was going on , I myself 
believe that pro rapid compliance is Not a 
scam and I will be going to work , but I can‘t 
imagine the damage that may have been done 
to their credibility by the statements that have 
been posted , they have to constantly defend 
themselves, there was no control or security 
whatsoever to what was posted and seen by 
the public .i feel they were so disputed and 
attacked by social media on Facebook but 
mostly from 1 or two‘ individuals that tried to 
make us all believe that they were a scam and 
a fraud .this is very detrimental for myself 
because I am very emotionally invested to 
believe that I will be dispatched to work and 
this negativity has been very concerning. 
Thank you 
Todd Shapka 
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TIMELINE FOR PRORAPID FACEBOOK PAGE 
First email from Trevor Roy 
Requesting list of documents required 
Email from Trevor Roy 
Asking what the shifts are 
Screen shot of page stating not a job placement 
Posts of Trevor Roy speaking about working on next scam 
Lemonade Roy also posting as Trevor Roy was blocked 
He speaks of his ’investigation 
Post from Lemonade Roy that this is a scam 
October 3-4, 2016 
October 9, 2016 
Sept 19, 2016 
October 21, 2016 
October 22, 2016
:ora. Hibbs LM° Bra/warn ‘g/Ag’revurz Kor- —\/ ‘ ' 
ent: . October 4, 2016 1156 AM (M / . rom: Trevor Roy <trevor091180@hotmail.com> of‘ Coral Hibbs 
._ 
7 ‘ "my“...sﬁ: Re: Questions --» " ffL’ 
lk... this all sounds good... I'm currently in Alberta... ﬂying home tomorrow... could you please give me a list fdocuments that I need to send to you? r‘T‘x 
! \\ revor Roy ' \ 
)6-647-4913 
/ QC)? g+ l n Oct 4, 2016, at 11:19 AM, Coral Hibbs <admin@prorapi 
Your bank here in Canada is fine. Or anywhere in the we EWK K i - two weeks. That is ok with the questions, that is ourjoh" 
From: Trevor Roy [mailtoztrevor091180@hotmail.cori j Sent: Tuesday, October 4, 2016 8:54 AM 5" f ‘ To: Coral Hibbs <admin@prorapidcomp.com> : j ‘ 
., Subject: Re: Questions - i ' i I“ _ ﬂ ~>~-\._ ~ - ‘ 
1‘ 
Ok... now, i would need a American bank correct?(how would that Whammy“... ______ 7“ ; what is the pay schedule ? Weekly, bi—Weekly.... I apologize for all the questions, but I'm just trying to make sure this isn't a scam.... it all sounds very attractive, lots of good, not a lot of 
bad... that's what scares me. Thank you for your patience. 
Trevor'Roy 
506-647-4913 
On Oct 4, 20.16, at 9:34 AM, Coral Hibbs <admin@proranidcomp.com> wrote: 
Yes you apply. for a work visa, but till it comes you can go down long as you declare 
business on your entry into Mexico. 
From: Trevor Roy [mailto:trevor091180@hotmail.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, October 4, 2016 6:46 AM 
To: Coral Hibbs <admin@prorapidcomp.com> 
Subject: Re: QuestiOns 
//
3 
KW ’ Also... I was told they need people for November... but it takes 6 to 8 weeks to 
get a work visa.... 
Trevor Roy 
506-647-4913
.
“‘\ 
<’ , 
On Oct 3, 2016, at 6:36 PM, Coral Hibbs <admin@prorapidcomp.com> wrote: 
(1) Shifts are 30 days'on and you can stay longer if you like. 
(2) The company pays your flights 
(3) Camp will be supplied or LOA will be paid 
(4.) Internet yes and cell service works in places, but there is 
internet phones that cost no money 
(5) Projects vary in different places in Mexico N/E , central, and in 
the south 
(6) Projects are starting up as early as November. First people 
signing up are the first going out. 
(7) Projects are 2 to 5 year projects 
(8) Hours vary from 10 to 14 hours daily depending on your 
position ‘ 
' (9) 7 days per week 
From: Trevor Roy Imailto:Trevor091180@_hotmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2016 5:27 PM 
To: Barry Watchel <bar rora idcom .com> 
Subject: Questions 
What are the shifts? Who pays for ﬂights? accommodations? (internet? cell 
service) location in mexico? start dates? project duration? Hours of work per 
day, per week? Overtime? These are all questions i believe should be answered prior to paying 375USD. 
Thank you 
Trevor Roy
/ﬁ\l 
‘ I 
Barﬂ Watchel 
/\ 
From: Trevor Roy <trevor091180@hotmail.com> 
. (y ’Sent: Sunday, October 9, 2016 10:45 AM "“J To: Barry Watchel 
Subject: travel ? 
What are the shifts? Who pays for ﬂights? accommodations? (intemet? cell service) location in mexico? start dates? project duration? These are all questions i believe should be answered prior to paying 375USD. 
Thank you 
Trevor Roy
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, ,K/ \) Trevor Roy They are trying to play it out 31“,} am pissed 011' because I didn't pass there "cit. liance test", but the truth is I never have given these people a dime, I considered it, but did my research ﬁrst, and found out the truth about these thiefs. Unhide - October 21 at 3:200:11 - Edited 
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Trevor Roy Yup deleting mine as well, no worries were not going anywhere Pro-Rapid ..... keep on deleting post, and we will keep reposting the TRUTH! 
Unhide - October 21 at 4:48pm 
Trevor Roy "No one that has a brain talks like that over the intemet" ..... 101 you just contradicted your hole statement ‘2??? And anyone who knows me knows your full of shit... but the more you post, the more you reveal your true colours... lol Unhide ~ Qctoher 2i at 4:53pm 
Trevor Roy Still waiting on that call from your aka lawyer.... 
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Trevor Roy Can't ﬁnd a friend ballsey enough to do it??? I don't back down from a ﬁght... bring it... Unhide - October 21 at 4:58pm 
Trevor Roy As you all may have noticed, these creeps have deleted all their previous posts... and I'm sure are working on their itr‘ TCAM ..... They are not very smart though... so it shouldn't be hard to spot... I ’e ' October 21 at 5:00p_rﬂ 
Trevor Roy Why does a Canadian company, doing compliance for a Mexican company , require to be paid in US dollars ? Why the 1-800 phone number??? I've worked for companies all across Canada... not one had a 1-800 number??? Unhide ~ October 21 at 5:269m 
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Trevor Roy lt’s a little hard to steal people's money, with no posts on your page... isn't it?? Unhide- October 21 at 5:27pm at" 
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Lemonade Roy I've done a lot of research/investigation on this company "Pro-Rapid" ; speculation, I am not saying that this company is legit or a scam, you can make that deg 
Compliance companies do exist. ' 
-Pro Rapid has put a lot of time into their webpage, but the 2 companies that they do or they were built by high school students, during lunch break.
, -Pro Rapid facebook page, if you scroll through the comments, in there posts, you will 
have been deleted (I'm guessing this one will get deleted as well) #2 The backlash ﬁor 
from people, is completely unprofessional, and down right ignorant. . 
-l;Z-‘ 
’ A tBusiness Bureau, has no recOrd of them, even though they have stated on there 
1i, :2 months ago. .' 
-Now this is the part that makes me very skeptical.... I've PMed many people ﬁom the 
received a job through pro rapid, 1 has told me that pro rapid is a great and legit comp 
3arry Watchel who works for the so called pro rapid compliance company. ' I've taiked to Barry, and I'm sony , but he doesn't sound like a very smart man... durf 
l???
K /‘\ \/ ix v/ Trevor Roy Now they've changed their proﬁle pic, because I called them out on having the same pic as Earth & lron.... l‘hank you pro Rapid for being so stupid ..... ' 
Jnhide « October 21 at 4:50pm
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l‘revor Roy I've done a lot of research/investigation on this company "Pro-Rapid" . What I've found are facts, not 'peculation, I am not saying that this company is legit or a scam, you can make that decision on your own. Compliance companies do exist. 
Pro Rapid has put a lot of time into their webpage, but the 2 companies that they do compliance for have webpages that 30k like they were built by high school students, during lunch break. 
Pro Rapid facebook page, if you scroll through the comments, in there posts, you will notice 2 things #1 a lot of omments have been deleted (I'm guessing this one will get deleted as well) #2 The backlash from company reps, about oncerns of fraud from people, is completely unprofessional, and down right ignorant.
_ Better Business Bureau, has no record of them, even though they have stated on there FB page they were registering with BB, almost 2 months ago. ' 
Slow this is the part that makes me very skeptical.... I've PMed many people from their FB page, 3 have conﬁrmed they ave received a job through pro rapid, 1 has told me that pro rapid is a great and legit company all 4 of these people are 'iends with Barry Watchel who works for the so called pro rapid compliance company. 've talked to Barry, and I'm sorry , but he doesn't sound like a very smart man.... during one of our conversations, he ctually let it slip that he worked for Earth 8: Iron one of the 2 companies pro rapid does compliance for. 've talked to other girls in the ofﬁce, they all are quick to tell me that, "I will be getting a job". .ets not forget pro rapid and the 2 companies it does compliance for all magically appeared at the same time, and my less is they will all magically disappear at the same time. 
nhide - October 21 at 4:50pm ' 
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ow this is the part that makes me very skeptical.... I've PMed many people from their FB page, 3 have conﬁrmed they .ve received a job through pro rapid, 1 has told me that pro rapid is a great and legit company all 4 of these people are ends with Barry Watchel who works for'the so called pro rapid compliance company. , ' 
we talked to Barry, and I'm sorry , but he doesn't sound like a very smart man.... during one of our conversations, he tually let it slip that he worked for Earth & Iron one of the 2 companies pro rapid does compliance for. 
V3 talked to other girls in the office, they all are quick to tell me that, "I will be getting a job". 
ets not forget pro rapid and the 2 companies it does compliance for all magically appeared at the same time, and my ass is they will all magically disappear at the same time.
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and more clear what he has posted is not true. Todd t thlnk weasel Is a good 
description or thls guy 
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it slip that he worked for Earth & Iron one of the 2 companies pro rapiddoes compliance for. -I've talked to other girls in the ofﬁce, they all are quick to tell me that, "I will be getting a job". 
{ 
x‘ -Lets not forget pro rapid and the 2 companies it does compliance for all magically appeared at the same time, and my guess is 
they will all magically disappear at the same time. 
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TIMELINE FOR PRORAPID SCAM PAGE 
Post from John Smith asking how SCAM business going now November 1, 2016 
Barry received messages from different people advising of the SCAM page 
Seems the scam page started November 1, 2016 
Abby Caruthers had a thread of messages around the beginning of November 2016 
Abby will be supplying that information separately 
Steve Smith accuses Heather Rogers of being part of the scam November 6, 2016 
Because she lives near Langley ' 
Steve Smith also suggested posting about Coralee Hibbs on same thread 
The scam page posts copies of texts between Trevor Roy and Erin Reese early November 2016 
She is admits to being a ’double agent’ and indicates that she has a lot of 
information to share which is false. The information in her texts are 
Personally and professionally damaging 
The posts that were on the scam page were attacking Barry Watchel and his staff both professionally 
and personally. Any person that challenged their thoughts were personally attacked. 
Many times these were reported to facebook by both prorapid and prorapid followers that were on 
there to defend the company. '
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Funny how Pro- Rapid has suddenly( added "Employment Agency" to their 
description on F8 ...... attei discussing the legality of them acting as such 
under the guise of a Compliance Company. lwonderit they knox t that one Mist REGi STER as an employment agency or else they are operating 
.EGALLY???? Or maybe as soon as this is posted they will rim to rm 
register? Here' 5 the webpage speaking to that. We are hat 
Pro-Rapid with the legal way of doing business as they obi 
guidance. they have been operating illegally tor the whole 
they. and the other 2 companys, OWNED BY PRO-RAPlD t Yazmin Oilﬁeld services) has existed. One of which (Yazmir 
register with any government agency and'is therefore also? 
http:/JWttZgOVbc.cal.. .llicen. . .Iticensing-employment-age‘! 
Licensing - Employment Agencies 
The Employment Standards Branch administers the EmploymentSti 
and Regulation. which set minimum standards or wages and workin 
mostworkplaces. 
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govemmentln both wnada and Mexico and ask them about it Check your t 
lasts through the REAL channels. RCMP. Anu-Iraua centre. embassy 
an... See More 
Like Reoly Horen‘hél s a: serum 
PmRapirt compliance SCAM Roportlng l'm beth‘ng this Is one or the people‘- E Involved in this scam and we will be calling the Canatﬁan Anti-Fraud centre 
tomorrow with your contactinlo. 
Like Rent,- 0 t Novemberé nl B'lm 
Steve Smith Heather lives with In a few miles oIProcRapid. I almost 
guarantee she has somethlnu to do with u1ls scam 
Like ' Reply ~ I2 hrs 
_‘; Marl: Corcoran Johnny Barker 
. I Like Reply . 5 hrs 
t ‘J. HoatherRoners Who do you people thinll you are? You are a bunch at 1.15 paranoid idiots. You have no right to accuse me or anyone else at anything 
You think you an get away with putting a bunch oI garbage on the internal 
Who wlll you be 
Like Reply > 5 hrs 
1 
‘ Heather Rogers Posting aboulnem Shame on all oou 
Like - Reply - 5 hrs 3:? 
“7-,: Heather Rooms Don} threaten me with the anti lraud centre or any olyour all ' other hale garbage. 
Lllte , Reply - 5 hrs a Steve Smith How ahoutwe post about cornleo Hios‘he so called manager i at Pro-Rapid. True {acts are that she was an escort and a club house girl tor. 
hikers. 
Like - Reply 3 hrs 
\0 1 Reply 
Steve Smith Or Trevor Roy this one is (or you. The guy Eric LaChance dont 
trusthlrn even II he says thatlts a scam. nets probably trying to gel Into tram 
you. He posted on somthlng you said on another page. His girl lriend is The 
socalled vice President oI Yazmln Oillield Service. Ill post a screen shot Iora 
little picture Prool. 
Like-Reply 02 am:
i 
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Steve Smith How about ve post about Coralee Hibbs. The so called manager pm,- 
at Pro-Rapid. True facts are thaishe was an escort and a club house girl for 
bikers. — 
Like - Reply - 3 hrs :~ f- 
' 
Shelly Huseby But her you tube video is SO convincing she's a ”5’? 
professional in the oil and gas industry smh ' 
Like - Reply - @1 - 2 hrs 
”at“! 
.2; Write a reply... 13;} is. 
Steve Smith Or Trevor Roy this one is loryou. The guy Eric Lachance dont 
trusthim even if he says that its a scam. he is probably trying, to get info from 
you. He posted on somthing you said on another page. His girlfriend is The 
so-called vice President of Yazmin Oilﬁeld Service. ill post a screen shot‘ior a 
little picture Proof. 
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No his office did exist. 
I've been there a few 
times. I think he got 
kicked out for not paying. 
:17? Like F3: Comment F} Share 
‘1 
£93 Write a comment {33 Q a! 
He does have a second . 
EA; office now too. i know (3'20“ @CYDJ‘” cause I had access to A “T9360 ( LOT of information until Wﬁgefo/ “E 35 
E. the moron thought to EX“ 9 'Reeée’ ' change the passwords. bsﬁw’“ 
W\ “Asa/\G ’ I knew he didn't serve m (\ Cod" you, ljust wanted to 
....—- \-eA C3 confirm. You actually F5 90.56“ CAN serve someone via 
registered mail or courier. 
Fuck dude, have you ever 
met Barry? He is the best 
con artist I've ever met. 
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Fuck dude, have you ever 
met Barry? He is the best 
con artist I've ever met. 
Even for the last few 
weeks while i was playing 
"double agent" i had to 
shake it off after talking 
to him. You see 
everything he says has 
elements of provable 
truth. My husband and l 
are redneck bikers but 
we are very smart ones. i 
have 2 degrees and he 
has street smarts plus a 
brilliant mind. We are not 
people who either trust 
easy nor do we get used 
or fucked over. That's 
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are going down 
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some very powerful 
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sure Barry forged 
Henry's signature on 
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citizenship info as he 
HAS incorporated Earth 
and Iron in Mexico. One 
of Henry's cousins is a 
lawyer down there and
. another is in government 
so they are keeping an 
eye on it. if you are not a 
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for 4 grand but it takes 
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where you pay them to 
help you find a job. But it 
is not legal to have 
someone pay you to go 
to work like he is doing. 
Especially under the 
umbrella of a compliance 
company. 
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Anyway we all told him . yesterday we are out and 
the psycho lost his shit. 
it‘s been a fun few days. I 
have a bunch of 
recorded calls that will ' 
also be proof of fraud if 
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, Steve Smith How ab'ouiwe post about Coralee Hibbs. The so called manager 
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at Pro—Rapid. True Facts are that she was an escort and a club house girl ior 
hikers. 
Like Reply ’5 hr 
Steve Smith Or Trevor Rog,r ihis one is for you. i'he guy Eric: Lachence clonl 
trust him even if he says lhai its a scam he is probably trying to get info irom 
you. He posted on somlhing you said on another page. His girl friend "is The 
so-called vice Presideni of‘n’azmin Oilﬁeld Service. lll host a screen ehotfor a 
little picture Proof. 
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“Lanny how Pro-Rapid has suddenlyi added "Employmeni Agency” to their 
‘ 
descripiion on F8 ...... after discussing iiie iegaliiy of Ehem acting as such 
under ihe guise of a Compiianoe Company. i wonder if they Know ihai one 
musi REGlSTER as an empioymeni agency or eise {hey are operaiing 
iLLEGALLY?‘??? Or maybe as soon as ihis is posied they will run to go 
regisier? Here's ihe webpage speaking it) ihai- We are happy i0 provide 
Pro-Rapid wiih ihe legal way of doing business as they obviously need 
guidance. they have been operaiing illegally for the whole 3 months ihai 
ihey. and the oiher 2 companys. OWNED BY PRO-RARE) (Earihmron and 
Yazmin Oiiiield services) has exisied- One of which (Yazmin) is not even 
regisier wiih any governmeni agency and is ihereiore also running iilegaiiy. 
hiipy'r'iwrwzgou booai. . .i‘lice'n. . .1 licensing-em ploymeni—agencies 
* Licensing - Employment Agencies 
' ”ihe Employment Siandards Branch administers the Employment Standards Act 
and Regulation. which set minimum standards oiwages and working conditions in 
most workplaces. - 
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TIMELINE FOR PRORAPID REPORTING TO FACEBOOK 
Copies of reports to Facebook from Prorapid November 7-8, 2016 
Copy of email to Facebook Security November 8, 2016 Requesting that they advise who behind the scam page and that 
It be permanently removed.
You anonymously reported Pro-Rapid Compliance SCAM Reporting for harassment.
. 
@Eemtiﬂfjéaaut. W .~«.«v 
ACTIVITY 
(371;; , Your report 
1 
.~ New 7 
You anonymously reported Pro-Rapid Compliance SCAM Reporting for harassment. 
Thanks for your feedback 
Nov 7 
Thank you for fairing the time to report something that you feel may violate our Community Standards. Reports like yours are an important 
part of making Facebook a sale and Welcoming environment. We 
reviewed the Page you reported for harassment and found it doesn't 
violate our Community Standards, 
Please let us know if you see anything else that concerns you. it you want us to look at something speciﬁc on a Page, be sure to report the content (ex: photo), not the entire Page. We want to keep Facebook safe and welcoming for everyone. 
How was this experience? 
®@©©@ 
it 
Delete 
Search FAQS 
Safety Center 
Policies. tools and resources to help you stay 
safe. 
Bullying Prevention Hub 
Tools and tips for teens. parents and 
educators. 
Safety Check ‘ 
Connect with inends and loved- ones during a 
disaster. 
COMMUMTY STANDARDS 
See our Community Standards 
Learn aborrt what type of 3! string is allowed on 
Facehook. and what type of content maybe 
reported and removed. 
English (US) - Frangais (Canada) . 
Espaﬁot Portugués (Brasil) ~ Deutsch 
Privacy - Terms Advertising - Ad Chorces {>- 
Cookies - more . 
Face-book (:2- 2016
You anonymously reported Pro-Rapid Compliance SCAM “ Reporting for harassment. 
eons/m ‘ 
3.5 Your report 
5“ Nov 8 
You anonymously reported Pro-Rapid Compﬁance SCAM Reporting tor harassment. 
‘ Thanks for your feedback 
Nov 3 
Thank you for taking the time to report something that you feel may violate our Community Standards. Reports like yours are an important part of making Facebook a safe and welcoming environment. We reviewed the Page you reported for harassment and found it doesn‘t violate our Community Standards. 
Please let us know if you see anything else that concerns you. if you want us to look at something speciﬁc on a Page, be sure to report the content (ex: photo), not the entire Page. We want to keep Facehook sale and welcoming for everyone. 
How was this experience? ®®©©O 
E11 
disaster. 
COMMUNITY STANDARDS 
See our Community Standards 
Learn about what type of sharing is allowed on 
F aceboak, and what type of content may be 
reported and removed. 
English {US} - Frangais (Canada) - 
Espaﬁol Portugués (Brasil) - Deulsch 
Privacy - Terms - Advertising Ad Choices [>- 
Coolo'es - More . 
Facehnok © 2016
You anonymously reported Trevor Roy's post for 
harassment. 
ﬁﬁ‘fﬁlﬁﬂ?ﬂ ,w
o 
:1:- 9f 
._ 4 r 
WHAT YOU CAN DO 
£6 Block Trevor 
You won't be able to see or contact each other. 
RCTlViTY 
"7; Your report 
"i“ NOV 8 
You anonymously reported Trevor Roy's post for harassment. 
We removed the post you reported 
Nov 3 
We reviewed the post you reported for harassment. Since it violated our 
Community Standards. we removed it. Thanks for your report. We let 
Trevor Roy know that their post has been removed, but not who reported 
it. 
How was this experience? ®®©©O 
Defcte 
Bullying Prevention Hut) 
Tools and tips for teens, parents and 
educators 
Safety Check
_ Connect with friends and loved ones during a 
disaster. 
COMMUNITY STANDARDS 
See our Community Standards 
Learn about what type of sharing is allowed on 
Facebook. and what type at content may be 
reported and removed. 
Engiish (US) Frangais (Canada) ~ 
Espaﬁol - Portugués (Brasll) Deutsch 
Privacy - Terms - Advertising - Art Choicesfb- 
Cookies - More ~ 
Facebooi: ® 2015
" of inappropriate content. WTWWII “Tater-ﬁrst.W 
You anonymously reported Ed Jarvis's proﬁle for being full
I 
ACTl‘ll‘tY
~4 :5 Your report 
:5 Nov 3 
You anonymously reported Ed Jarvis's proﬁle tor being full of 
inappropriate content. 
Thanks for your feedback 
9/ ““ NovS 
Thank you for taking the time to report something that you feel may violate our Community Standards. Reports like yours are an important 
part of making Facebook a safe and welcoming environment. We 
reviewed the proﬁle you reported for being full of inappropriate content 
and found it doesn't violate our Community Standards. 
Please let us know if you see anything else that concerns you. If you 
want us to look at something speciﬁc on a proﬁle, he sure to report the 
content (ex: photo). not the entire proﬁle. We want to keep Facebook 
sale and welcoming for everyone. - 
ﬁi 
Delete 
Seamh FAQs 
Safety Center 
Policies. tools and resources to help you stay 
sale. 
Bullying Prevention Hub 
Tools and tips for teens. parents and 
educators. 
Safety Check 
Connect with friends. and loved ones during a 
disaster. 
COMMUNITY STANDARDS 
See our Community Standards 
Learn about what type of sharing is allowed on 
Facelmotr. and what type of content may he 
reported and removed. 
English (US) - Frangais (Canada) ~ 
Espaﬁol ‘Portugués (Brasil) . Deulsch 
Privacy - Terms ~ Advertisrng - Ad Choices R)- 
Cooktes . More . 
Facebootr © 2016
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Games 
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,v‘ Suggest Edits 
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\GES 
a Pages Feed 20+ 
:l Create Page 
it Like Pages 
I] Create Ad 
Roups 
9 Discover Groups ’ Create Group 
'ENTS 
3 Event
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You anonymously reported Pro-Rapid Compliance SCAM Reporting for harassment. 
l
i 
What to expect now 
Today 
Thanks for letting us know about something you don't want to see on 
Facepook. We'll send you a message here In your Support lnbox when 
we have an update. 
Please let us know It you see anything else that concerns you, It you want us to look at something speciﬁc on aPage. be sure to report the 
content (ex: photo), not the entire Page. We want to keep Facehook safe 
and welcoming for everyone.
I 
I 
Read More
| 
Thanks tor your teedback 
Yesterday 
Thank you for taking the time to report something that you feel may violate bur Community Standards. Reports like yours are an Important 
pan or making Facebook a sate and welcoming environment We 
reviewed the Page you reported for harassment and found it doesn‘t 
violate our Community Standards. 
Please let us know if you see anything else that concerns you. It you want us to look at somethlng specific on a Page, be sure to report the 
contenttexz photo). not the entire Page. We want to keep Facebook safe 
and welcoming for everyone.
I
i
|
l 
You anonymously reported Ed Jarvis for being full of inappropriate content. m mastitis
| 
Read More 
HELP CENTER 
Search FAQs 
Sotety Center 
Policies, tools and resources to help you stay 
sate. 
Bullying Prevention Hub 
Tools and tips for teens. parents and 
educators. 
Safety Check 
Conneclwrlii friends and loved ones during a 
disaster. 
COMMUNITY STANDARDS 
See our Community Standards 
Learn about what type oisharing is allowed on 
Facebook, and what type of content may be 
reported and removed. 
English (US) ~ Frangais (Canadai- I 
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Privacy - Terms - Advertising - Ad Choicest’b- 
Cootries , More ~ 
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”5:"? Trevor Roy l Yazmin Oilﬁeld Service 
\ . Octooerzi at i: 2' upm- Forthlackay. AB- 
l‘ve done a lot of researchlinvestigation on this company "Pro-Rapid" . 
What We found are facts, not speculation. i am not saying that this 
company is legit or a scam, you can make that decision on your own. 
compliance companies do exist. 
-Pro Rapid has put a lot 0f time into their webpage, but the 2 companies 
that they do compliance for have webpages that look like they were built 
by high school students. during lunch break 
-Pro Rapid tacehoolt page. if you scroll through the comments, in there 
posts. you will notice 2 things #1 a lot of comments have been deleted 
(l'm guessing this one will get deleted as well) #2 The backlash from 
company reps. about concerns of fraud from people. is completely 
unprofessional, and down right ignorant. 
—Better Business Bureau, has no record of them, even though they have 
stated on there FB page they were registering with BBB, almost 2 months 
ago. 
-Now this is the part that makes me very skeptical.... I've PMed many 
people from their FB page, 3 have conﬁrmed they have received a job 
through pro rapid. 1 has told me that pro rapid is a great and legit 
company all 4 of these people are friends with Barry Watchel who 
works for the so called pro rapid compliance company. 
-l've talked to Barry, and l’m sorry , but he doesn't sound like a very smart 
man... during one of our conversations, he actually let it slip that he 
7 
worked for Earth 8: iron one of the ‘2'. companies pro rapid does 
compliance for- 
—l’ ve talked to other girls in the ofﬁce, they all are quick to tell me that "l 
will be getting a job". 
-Lets not forget pro rapid and the 2 companies it does compliance for 
all magically appeared at the same time, and my guess is they will all 
magically disappear at the same time. 
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E Search Facebook 
",. If] Novemberg at 9:1Sam‘ 
+ .,, We reviewed your report of Steve Smith. Q Hi November 8 at2220pm 
4' “n We reviewed your report of Steve Smith. 
I? November 8 at 1:31pm 
+ ,n We reviewed your report of Steve Smith. 
[3 November8 at 12:14pm 
* .,, We reviewed yourreport of Steve Smith. 
[3 November 8 at 11:04am 
$59 Joey Jeanveau posted in Pro-Rapid Compliance discussion group. ' “4"" Q November? at12:37pm 
Marianne Robertson, Robyn Maciver and Stacey Roulette Long like a photo you shared. 3 ,. Q Novemberﬁ at2:55pm 
ml: Gary Scatchard, Lindsay Hamilton and 5 other people recently liked a photo you shared. a: Q 0 November 6 at7:1‘lam 
9 q, We have an update about your report ofPro-Rapid Compliance SCAM Reporting. Ii November 6 at41208m 
* .,, We have an update about your report of Pro-Rapid Compliance SCAM Reporting. 0 ﬂ Novembere at 4:20am
The Support ‘IDDOX l3 your place to: 
Get updates about things you‘ve reported- 
2- Check and reply to messages from the Help Team. 
See important messages about your amount 
FRO M H QTIFICRTZON 
ACTIVITY 
You anonymously reported Pro-Rapid Compliance SCAM 
Reporting for harassment. 
if :3 Aeroﬂot” one (“1323“ 
Your report 
Nous 
You anonymouslyr reported Pro—Rapid Compliance SCAM Reporting for 
harassment 
Thanks for your feedback 
Novﬁ 
Thank you for taking the time to report something that you feel may 
violate our Community Standards. Reports like yours are an important 
part ofmaking Facehook a safe and welcoming environment We 
reviewed the Page you reported for harassment and found it doesn‘t 
violate our Comrmrnit}t Standards. 
Please let us know if you see anything else that concerns you. lfyou 
want us to look at something speciﬁz on a Page, be sure to report the 
content (ex: photo ;, not the entire Page. We ‘a antto keep 'Facebook safe
» and welcoming for everyone
Barry Watchel 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: November 7, 2016 2:16 PM 
To: partners@fb.com 
Cc: records@fb.com; Sheri Roch (admin@prorapidcomp.com) 
Subject: Slander 
To: Facebook 
Attn: Records 
Cc: Security dept. 
I have been advertising on Facebook to promote my company and paying for ads to Facebook. The company name is 
Pro-Rapid Compliance. In the past couple weeks someone has been attacking our company with Pro—Rapid ”SCAM” I 
need to know who is behind it and have it removed permanently. So many people have reported this to Facebook, and 
myself included many times. The Company is registered in Mexico and Canada with tax numbers in both countries. This 
is a legitimate company. Many peoples lives depend on this as oilfield work dried up in Canada and USA and with the 
new rush in Mexico people need this. Please investigate this at once, and supply me the information for the person who 
started it, so I can work with the police and the court system. 
The information on this website is slanderous and has/will hurt the company financially. This needs to be investigated 
as my company has done nothing wrong — and is not a scam. This is a form of cyber bullying and slander. The people 
that are on that website are contacting my customers directly and are harassing individual people. These people 
involved including some of the followers have said some defamatory remarks with regard to staff that has hurt them 
personally— I had originally tried to delete and block messages that were on my Facebook page from one person in 
particular that started putting untrue remarks on my own page — I would like to also know how to retrieve those 
messages as I will be starting a lawsuit. That specific person that remarked on my own page goes by the name of 
Trevor Roy. 
I am asking that this be looked into asap. The website called pro—rapid SCAM was taken down for a short time last night 
but it is up and running again today. This needs to be investigated and taken care of asap! If Facebook does not help 
me then I will include Facebook in a multimillion dollar lawsuit. This needs to end now. Expect a return email. 
Yourly, 
Barry Watchel 
www.9ro-rapidcompcom 
barry@prorapidcomp.com 
Toll free 
1-855 285—5180
Barry Watchel 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: November 7, 2016 2:30 PM 
To: marketing@fb.com 
Subject: FW: Slander 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: Monday, November 7, 2016 2:16 PM 
To: 'partners@fb.com' <partners@fb.com> 
Cc: 'records@fb.com' <records@fb.com>; Sheri Roch (admin@prorapidcomp.com) <admin@prorapidcomp.com> 
Subject: Slander 
To: Facebook 
Attn: Records 
Cc: Security dept. 
I have been advertising on Facebook to promote my company and paying for ads to Facebook. The company name is 
Pro-Rapid Compliance. In the past couple weeks someone has been attacking our company with Pro—Rapid ”SCAM” I 
need to know who is behind it and have it removed permanently. So many people have reported this to Facebook, and 
myself included many times. The Company is registered in Mexico and Canada with tax numbers in both countries. This 
is a legitimate company. Many peoples lives depend on this as oilfield work dried up in Canada and USA and with the 
new rush in Mexico people need this. Please investigate this at once, and supply me the information for the person who 
started it, so I can work with the police and the court system. 
The information on this website is slanderous and has/will hurt the company financially. This needs to be investigated 
as my company has done nothing wrong — and is not a scam. This is a form of cyber bullying and slander. The people 
that are on that website are contacting my customers directly and are harassing individual people. These people 
involved including some of the followers have said some defamatory remarks with regard to staff that has hurt them 
personally— I had originally tried to delete and block messages that were on my Facebook page from one person in 
particular that started putting untrue remarks on my own page —l would like to also know how to retrieve those 
messages as I will be starting a lawsuit. That specific person that remarked on my own page goes by the name of 
Trevor Roy. 
lam asking that this be looked into asap. The website called pro-rapid SCAM was taken down for a short time last night 
but it is up and running again today. This needs to be investigated and taken care of asap! if Facebook does not help 
me then I will include Facebook in a multimillion dollar lawsuit. This needs to end now. Expect a return email. 
Yourly, 
Barry Watchel 
www.pro-rapidcomp.com ‘ 
baegrorapidcompcom 
Toll free
Barry Watchel 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: November 7, 2016 2:38 PM 
To: |egal@fb.com 
Subject: FW: Slander 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: Monday, November 7, 2016 2:30 PM 
To: 'marketing@fb.com' <marketing@fb.com> 
Subject: FW: Slander 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: Monday, November 7, 2016 2:16 PM 
To: 'partners@fb.com‘ < artners fb.com> 
Cc: 'records@fb.com' <records@fb.com>; Sheri Roch (admin@prorapidcomp.com) <admin@prorapidcomp.com> 
Subject: Slander 
To: Facebook 
Attn: Records 
Cc: Security dept. 
l have been advertising on Facebook to promote my company and paying for ads to Facebook. The company name is 
Pro—Rapid Compliance. In the past couple weeks someone has been attacking our company with Pro-Rapid ”SCAM" I 
need to know who is behind it and have it removed permanently. So many people have reported this to Facebook, and 
myself included many times. The Company is registered in Mexico and Canada with tax numbers in both countries. This 
is a legitimate company. Many peoples lives depend on this as oilfield work dried up in Canada and USA and with the 
new rush in Mexico people need this. Please investigate this at once, and supply me the information for the person who 
started it, so i can work with the police and the court system. 
The information on this website is slanderous and has/will hurt the company financially. This needs to be investigated 
as my company has done nothing wrong — and is not a scam. This is a form of cyber bullying and slander. The people 
that are on that website are contacting my customers directly and are harassing individual people. These people 
involved including some of the followers have said some defamatory remarks with regard to staff that has hurt them 
personally— I had originally tried to delete and block messages that were on my Facebook page from one person in 
particular that started putting untrue remarks on my own page —I would like to also know how to retrieve those 
messages as I will be starting a lawsuit. That specific person that remarked on my own page goes by the name of 
Trevor Roy. 
I am asking that this be looked into asap. The website called pro—rapid SCAM was taken down for a short time last night 
but it is up and running again today. This needs to be investigated and taken care of asap! If Facebook does not help 
me then I will include Facebook in a multimillion dollar lawsuit. This needs to end now. Expect a return email. 
Yourly,
Home 
0 You anonymously reported Steve Smith's comment for 53‘ 
V 
- harassment. 
:55 *u 1.: mg.» ‘19..» ”agar-«.42.; teemreeoenee 
Bu 
Tot 
WHAT you can on 9‘“ 
Sa' 
Co $9 Block Steve dis You won‘t be able to see or contact eachiother. .m 
A m Mme». _.____.ﬁ._.-..._.._ -_.___-____~ m-.______~...u._ _._-.M.__.A._ ”a. New”--- A. ., mm. CC 
L, Sev 
Le: 
Your report Fa: 
NDVO t.) f9]: 
You anonymously reported Steve Smith's comment tor harassment. ~- ~ 
En Thanks for your feedback 
Est - Nov 8 ' - 
ﬂ Thank you for taking the time to report something that you feel may Priv U violate our Community Standards. Reports like yours are an important Co ’" part of making Facebook a safe and welcoming environment We "at I" reviewed the commentyou reported for harassment and found it doesn‘t 
violate our Community Standards. 
Please let us know ityou see anything else that concerns you. We want 
to keep Faceboolc safe and welcoming for everyone. 
HOW was this experience? coarser;
WM H the H 59% ea f ome 
. 
You anonymously reported Steve Smith's comment for 
harassment. 
r new {i- ‘ . ’3‘? f1 '13 0 ins? ,_ .35 w as “—33 
”WHAT YOU {3378M DO 
,3». .1 L.» “rfyﬁgr I 3L5 m 
ﬁg Block Steve " You won‘ibe able to see or contact each other. 
Your report 
Nov 8
, 
You anonymously reported Steve Smith's comment for harassment 
Thanks for your feedback 
Nova 
Thank you for taking the time to report something that you feel mayr 
violate our Community Standards. Reports like yours are an important 
part of making Faceboolt a safe and welcoming envirOnment We 
reviewed the comment you reported for harassment and found it doesn‘t 
violate our Community Standards. 
\ Please let us know ityou see anything else that concerns you. We want 
1-. ) to keep Facebook safe and welcoming for everyone. 
How was this experience? 
C9 © ©
You anonymously reported Steve Smith's comment for 
harassment. 
' 
> 
" 
I 
4 
[75% f‘ﬂf.‘ Ie-K‘zLﬁiwuf'Ana. ﬂ immgmfﬂ eiﬂﬁmﬁii\ 
WHﬁT YOU CAN DO 
£6 Block Steve 
You won't be able to see or contact each other. 
w- _ —... .—.... __........-.,...-....._._.... .. -0“... -~.m... _.__..._..-_. .. ~_. ._._. ...-..__......-..._..__. _ _ ‘w4~»w—.Iv-I ._m~_-__....m_......_.-_ .W.—_ _ 
acrium ' 
Your report 
Not; 8 
You anonymously reported Steve Smith's commentfor harassment. 
Thanksforyourfeedback 
Nous 
Thank you forteking the time to report something that you feel may 
violate our Community Standards. Reports like yours are an important 
part of making Facebook a safe and welcoming environment We 
reviewed the commentyou reported for harassment and found it doesn‘t 
violate our Community Standards. 
_ , Please let us know ityou see anything else that concerns you. We want 
.1 
” " ‘ to keep Facebooit safe and welcoming for everyone.
Please let us know if you see anything else that concerns you- We want 
to keep Facebook safe and welcoming for everyone. 
'ﬁt’f 
titer 
III 
harassmen: 0 You anonymously reported Steve Smith' 5 photo for 
3A5 $313 1‘ 3%} 
WHAT YOU CAM DO 
$¢ Block Steve 
You won't be able to see or contact each other. 
Your report 
New 8 
.
A 
You anonymously reported Steve Smith‘s photo for harassment. 
Thanks fbr your feedback 
Nov 8 
Thank you fortaking the time to- report something that you feel may 
violate our Community Standards. Reports like yours are an important 
part ofmaking Facebook a safe and welcoming environment We 
reviewed the photo you reported for harassment and found it doesn‘t 
violate our Community Standards. 
Please let us know It you see anything else that concerns you We want 
to keep Facebook safe and welcoming‘ tor everyone.
Thanks for reporting: Tl s a' attack on Pro-Rapid that is 
untrue. Remove at once. Police are involved 
WHPT YCEU £331” £30 
E Learn more about reporting: a problem. 
‘3 
. .. Mtnvmf 
1 Your report 
' is my: game ' ' 
' 
r. r This is 3 attack on Pro Rapid that is untrue Pemove at Once; Ponce are 
involved_ ' » e .. - 
. 
~ Our repty'
' 
net; 2321?; 
-. 
. Yourteedtjackwilt be usedto improve Fauebomc Theatre for talrlng the 
time to make a resort « . 
‘ .....‘.‘\.‘..,. . my”-.. .w “Nu“.v... . M». QM ... .,...‘.».wu_r .. .. .. M- .u...‘ w. ,4; ... -.
M.
Thanks for reporting: Wil tiet me delete an audience 
after creation. Will not let me edit and audience once it is 
saved. 
' Our reply 
‘ 
Aug? J1 2033 
Your feedback win he {356d to improve Fécebooi; ThaIIiIs ior taking the
‘ 
time to make a Ieppn . 
Read Mme,
You «anonymously reports 
» 
rat-Rapid Cornpliance SCAM 
Reporting for harassment. MK 0? - 2.0/5:4
You anonymously reported Ed Jarvis for being fun of 
inappropriate content. 
. 
-' 'Ii Thanks for your feedback 
I‘. gag?“- ((3 2.53:3 “ M: 
h 
”WEISS far 5mm (Smart _—I(0II (It'd II’IS right ﬂung Ii}: ISIIIIIg (IS know SEMI H 1 
ISIS NS Inpkgd: (aver SIS proﬁIS EELS rep'SIISﬂ am; II39ugII' (I (ISSSm goI . 5. 7 
- agaI'nSI one of our speciﬁc Lammum Standards“; I‘ve (KISSISIISHCI that IIIS’ 'I‘ 
.2 IgroﬂIe Sr Semething Iﬁéy SIIISISd may SIIII he oﬁSnSII'S to VSII NS waIIIIIa 
‘ 
5 (ISIS you avSId IIEIiIIIn you (ISII I W‘Ent Io. SSS on‘ FScSI mmi ‘ I - 
. 
‘ 
r I II SII‘IU think we SIIouId ISSII at sometﬁm SSSSIISSII this Sr anSIIISr SroﬁIS (I; . 
5 you can (93021 that and ISSIIISIII (S; (I Show) Inqiead of IIIS SIrIﬁIS pmﬁIIeI (I 
' 
I 
‘. ‘7 Basin (he IISII above oI SISO can biotic Ed Jarvis. (Smelly, Sr \imi may 11S.- “ 
I‘a (ISIS Io USIIISIIG SI (IrIIIoII 9w III'ISIII Wat (ScomIII‘SIIIﬂ VISI‘IQHIQ the Hem CenIISIr If: 
" Io Iéam (IIIOIS abuItltI (ISIS IS- cIroI what you see In yd‘ur May 3 Feed II 33313“ I 
' 2,; (ind (SSS aI' pariah; ‘gra‘uS 9(FSQS (Snatstenﬁy SSSIIS II‘Iings Sm: don"II IISIII "
‘ 
_ 
' 
'.' I'Io SSS 376:} may wag? IS IImiII how (IIISII you SSSII1SIr QQSIS or remove 
I .IIISm from Vﬂtff racebcmr Sweztence -. .. .- 
._ We. ISSGIIJ ISSSS oSIIoSS (SS3! (mt SppIy to Svér’y BIIUEIIIOIL So (I SSSS ISI (IS 
kgow (If? pa: SSS SSmeIhmg eIS‘S ncIu ISISII: (IS ShoIIIcI take a took; at 
(ESSSEIIIESI.
'
You anonymously reporte~_ jar-Rapid Compliance SCAM -.__
‘ 
0%» Reporting for harassment. /%V- 0 f— 2. 0/ 6 gm"I
You anonymously Miran; [3d Steve Smith's comment for haw ent.
You anonymously repg 3 Steve Smith's comment for : 
harassment. MKXK'Za/ﬁ
e a 
V 3: ’ l.
1 
. 
k 
’ 
_ 
You anonymously reL, lied Steve Smith's comment for 
. /7/ 9 harassment. 0V. 2— ‘ ‘ Z- 0/6 
‘I 
Thanks for'you‘r‘teedbaok 
' 
I403: 26 21313 -
) 
Thanks for letting us know ebout- this We looked over the comment and 
-‘ ., , though it doesn‘t go against one of gin speciﬁc Community Standards you , 
' 
V on the right thing, by letting us know about It No one SI hould have to feel 
' ‘ 
Duilied or harassed on Facebook, and we re sorry you had this 
.expenence. 
We know the suggeétlons Seton! may not apply: to every situation but 
some people have found them helpfui in dealing with oiiensive or unifying comments or pesIe: . . . . . A . - 
. Remove the person from your Facebook experience. YOU can learn 
ho"; to unfnend or block someone in the Help Center. 
- _I» Don't retaliate Most people who posi Insulting things are looking for a 
‘ _ reaction so not giving them. one may discourage this kind of hehavior In 
. ._ fine future. ‘ ’ 
'_- Reach out to someone Ask for help from .a close friend family. 
' 
‘_ :. member or teeeher who mignf understand what: you’ re going through 
- If you feel you‘ re in immediate danger, contact your local 
authorities You can print or take a screenshot of Facebook posts in 
, 
’ case "on need to share them Iater.
'Thanks for reporting: Wont'i ark “ 
‘ vOurreply 
5942*." 53-- 
We receix‘ted your repudand appreciate your patienéeas we work to ﬁx 
technicat problems on Facebook Though. we can‘t upt‘iate everyone'whb 
submits a tepori, we “re _using your feeébapk totimprave 23:33: Facebook 
experience for everyone; . - ' ~ - ‘ - “ 
To mate's: us about non~technical issues piease visit ma 39353 Center 
Them-:3, 
The. FacebooK'Team-V I: . 
raéad More:
You anonymously rep )d Cleo Amelia Bennett for 
pretending to be someone they' re not. 
" 0dr reply 
{See 25 ' 
Thanks for your report - you did the right thing by: terting us know about. 
this After reviewing the profile yet; reported w-e' tie. decided to follow up 
witn the account owner directly W hen we think a profile may be fake or 
pretending to oe' someone else we ask the m to; conﬁ‘tm theiridentity. If We 
see something on a proﬁle that goes against the Feeebook Cornrnunit‘,f 
Standards we remove it 
We appreciate your help In keeping Fecebook. safe and welcoming tor 
‘ everyone -' . . ,. 
Rees: estate: ~ 
You anonymously reported Key Chelsea Carrie for 
pretending to be someone they' re not 
We removed theproﬁle you reported 
Fee 25 
We reviewed it we proﬁle you reported for pretending to be someone the] ‘re 
‘ not Since it vioteted our Community Standards we removed it Thanks for 
, your report We let Key Chelsea Genie know that their proﬁle has been 3 . 
removed but not who reported it 
Rem: 9153334, .. _- 
You anonymously reported Pamelia Alyssa Gray for 
pretending to be someone they' re not
“t
’ ' 
. 
You anonymously repo. -l Christin David Fret for 
pretending to be someone they're not. 
‘ We removed the profile you reported 
Fee 24 - 
_, We reviewed the proﬁle you reported for pretending to be someone they re 
‘. not Since it violater} our Community Standards, we removed it Thenli5 for 
- your report We let Christin David, Fret know that tlreir proﬁle has been 
removed but not who reported it , ' ' ' 
4 
' Reed etere 
You anonymously reported Ursula Kluge for pretending to 
be someone they're not. 
”—7“:— ewe. 
' 
We removed the proﬁle you reported _' 
Feb 2%
' 
Wereviewed the proﬁle you .reporter't for pretendingito be someone they‘re 
riot Since it v lolatee‘ our Communirfsrandarde- we removed it Thanks for 
your report We let Ursula Kluge knowthat their proﬁt e has been removed 
but not who reported it 
‘ 
ﬂﬁr‘ﬁtl 555
You anonymously recw,sl —:--« “Law-afar pretending to be 
someone they' re not. 
' ’ You anonymously reported John Rose Les for pretending to 9 be someone they re not.
You anonymously repo; lJanina Kristen Finkel for 
pretending to be someone they're not. 
We removed the proﬁle you reported 
: Feb 2% 
we reviewed the promo you reported for pretending to be someone they‘re '- 
. ‘ noi SInCe 1i vmlated our Communityr Standards we removed it Thanker’or _ .
‘ 
- 
' 
your report We let Janina Kristen Finlrei rmwthaﬁ their proﬁle has Ibeen 
" removed bulnoiwno. eporiedit 
Reed m 
You anonymously reported Denise Steveson for pretending 
to be someone they're not. 
We removed the profile you reported ' 
Feb: 
We reyienred'ihe ﬁrefiie you reported for pretending to be someone they're 
' not Since it violated our Community Standards We removed it Thanks for',_‘ . . 3.5 
your repori. We let Denise Sieveson line 1! that {hair proﬁle has been. 
removed, but no: wl 10 renamed. it. 
,Reeri more .
You anonymously repof ‘ ,lDeni'se Steveson for pretending 
to be someone they're not. 
ruee,‘e....¢~—. .4, ;. Mum. 
We removed the profile you reported 
F531:- 33
_ 
._ . 'Ve ,revienred the proﬁle you reported.“ tor pretending to be someone the}! re 
, not Since it v tolated our Community Standards we removed it Thanlre for. . 
your report. We let Denise Steveson {arrow that tltetr proﬁte has been. 
removed but notwho reported it - 
Reed ﬂit??? 
You anonymously reported Linda Tom for pretending to be 
someone they're not. 
we removed the proﬁle you reported 
Feb 21 r .. 
we reviewed the proﬁte you reported tor pretending to be someone they re 
not Since it v’lolate’rt our Cornmtmr‘yr Standards we removed it Thanks for 
your report We tet Linda Tom know that their pronle has been removed 
bet not who reported it. 
Beetrt rere 
“Abe”. r..‘.. _._, 4 m.‘“.»-«,........». _. _. ., ﬂ .
" You anonymously rep ld Denise Steveson'for pretending 
‘ to be someone they're not. 
We removed the proﬁle you reported: I I". 
1533 26;: . -. _ ,L 
' - Kierevsewed {he atom-e you: reported «it. pretend ﬁg %o are. someone {hey re
, 
_ 
, noeamoermolaéee our Common}? Standards. s1erermwe‘cl it Thenke- foe 
' 
.. :yoorreporif. We let Denise Sleweson knowthalmerrprofle f1 been ‘ 
_' 'rehmved bu: noiwho repoe‘eoit I. ‘_ , -V . . .. ~‘ 3 
7‘ You anonymously reported Mildred MacKenzie Ballard for 
pretending to be someone they're not. 
_ 
7‘ 
“ 
zWe removed the proﬁle you reported ." 
l' 
ﬂgéiﬁgé . ,A 
' ' ' '"Né reviewed fhe oroﬁle you reporlecl forpreteoomr to be Someone they 're ,, 3»a Sincellviole led our Commonii? Stahdarde weremwed it Tlieolgefmr.“ ' 
“veer repor‘f'. We letfvllldred Macxeozfe Ba lEard know that ihelr proﬁle has . ‘ ' '- 
i been removed lsetnoximo reportedite , .-j> _; ‘ -, l
'
You anonymously repor Mercier Kuame Michele for 
pretending to be someone they're not. 
Our reply 3 
Feb far) 
Thanks for your report — you did me right {mg by Ietti‘ng us know about 
this. IAﬁer reviewing the proﬁle you reporledi, we‘ve decided to follow up I
I 
with the» account Oxzrner-direCﬂy; Whénwe'ﬂ‘rink a promo may be fake or ' 
pretending to be someone else we ask them to conﬁrm their Identity If we 
see something on a groﬁle that Igoes. against Ii‘rIIe IFacebool-t Community 
Standards we remove it
' 
We appreciate your her p In Keeping IFacebook safe and I‘veioonIIIing for everyone . . - 
Reset} (935%: 
You anonymously reported Vera S'oderberg for pretending 
to be someone they're not. 
We removed the proﬁle IyoLII reponed hi1 2’9 ' ' 
Ne reviewed the prof 19 you reported for pretending to be someone they re 
not. Since it violaieri our Community- Standards we removed it Thanks: for 
your report We let Vera Sodemerg koo '4 that {heir proﬂe has been 
removed bu! notwho reporieo It 
I
- 
., gearinﬁriore 
sw- :I“:¢‘-a . - :1 .w. . v run 1: --n_-- « ‘ ea; 7:3
You anonymously reportec, Ana Lacey Weiss for 
pretending to be someone they're not. 
We removed the proﬁle you reported ' 
, Fee 2% _ 
We reviewed the proﬁle you renorfed for pretending fr) be: someone they‘re - 
' 
, 
'not Since itvlolaied our Commonily Standards we remover! 1t Thenhsfor H 
your repon We let Jana Lacey Weiss know lh'at their profile has. been 
removed! but no: who reponed n’ " 
_‘ Reee More 
" 
~' You anonymously reported Franzlska Donovan Adler for 
pretending to be someone they' re not. 
We removed the proﬁle you reported 
Feb 3% 
5‘- We review'edvihe preﬁle’you [opened {cramming to ne'eomeone they‘re . 
not Since it_ yjolaied our Community Slandards we. removed it Thanks for 
your {open We let Franéislra Donovan Adler kno Iv that inel‘r proflie. has 
been removed but nolwno repelled if. 
Ree-=31 More 3
You anonymousiy repon [Zareef Khan for pretending to 
be someone they“ re not 
You anonymously reported Natasha Daquan Berry for 
pretending to be someone they're not. 
\y/
You anonymously reported rike Justine Herman for 
pretending to be someone they're not. 
I" 
We removed the proﬁle you reported 
IFe-b ta: 
Me reelewed the proﬁle yen reported for pretending to be someone they‘re 
not Sinee ll violated ollr Commonlty Standards we removed it, Thanks for 
your report. We let Ulri} {e Justine Herman know that their prOﬁle has been , '
I 
removed but not who reported it 
Reed; More [ 
,.. My. 42: “6““: ,T. .‘._, .___._..-_ ~ 5 w, ”ch, 
You anonymously reported ls Vanessa for pretending to 
be someone they're not. 
We removed the proﬁle you reported 
F533 3 '1 . 
We reviewed the ordﬁle y'ou' reported for pretending to lie someone they‘re 5 7 
not Since ltm’oleted our ‘C'ommenlly Standards we removed it Thanks for 
your report. We let Lizs Venesea Know that their proﬁle has been ' ' 
, removed but no: who reported it 
Qeee {store
'
-
You anonymously repOI. 
. 
. Jennifer Glenn for pretending to 
be someone they're not. ' 
We removed the profile you reported 
Fell t3 . _ . . 
We reviewed the proﬁle you reported for pretending to be someone illeyfre I 
not Since ll violated our Community Standards we removed it Thanlrstor ' 
your report We. let Jennifer Glenn kIno y that their proﬁle has been ' removed but not who reported it .- . 
‘ 
-‘ Read. more; 
You anonymously reported Vanessa Wlesh for pretending 
to be someone they“ re not 
We removed due proﬁle you reported 
Foo IlI 3. -' 
We renewed the oroﬁle you reported for pretending to be someone liley‘re 
not Since ltviolal’e‘d our Community Standards, we removed lt.Tl1anl<e for 
'yoor report. We let Vanessa Wiesh Know that their profile has' been 
I remoyed but not Who reported it .
You anonymously report?“ Mabel lshola for pretending to 
be someone they‘re not. ‘ 
We removed the prof Ie you reported 
Feb 23 » . - 
We reviewer; the proﬁle you reported terroretenomgrto be someone they’re ‘ 
not Since it irriolated our Community Sténdards 'we removed it Thanks for 
your report. We let Manet lshota know that their proﬁle has been removed 
but not who rationed it . - - 
agar: More" . 
“ﬂown.“ , ,..‘.r__., _..:‘ ;. “(q—w . n... _. ”3,: .‘1. v“ _,_.V 2' .. -_:,:___‘ up": 
‘ 
‘ 
You anonymously reported Abby lsaac Whittaker for 
pretending to be someone they‘ re not. 
Our reply 3 V. . more 
Thanks for your report‘- you did the right thing by letting ué Know- about 
' ' this After revrewmg the pronle‘iou; reported were decidedto toiiowuo -, 
with the account owner direct!" When ﬁre think a profile may be fake or 
pretending to be someone else we ask them to conﬁrm their identity It“ are 
.see something on a profile that goes against the Faceboolc Community 
Standards we remove it 
No apprectate your net l3 in keeping Faceboolr safe and welcoming for 
everyone 
Rear m
You anonymously reporte ,me Virden for pretending to be 
someone they're not. 
“ A We removed the proﬁle you reported 't”t3i3?§ ‘1. 
,_ . _ 
We revie'u west the proﬁle: you reported for pretending to be someone they re
' 
not. Since itviolated our Community Standards we removed it. Thanks for 
your report We IetJane Virden knew that their proﬁts has been removed 
but not who reported it . 
"Eeéd'trtere' '
You anonymously repo ] Karen James for pretending to 
be 'someone they're not. 
We removed the prone you reported 7". 
' " 
' Petr H » . - - 
We reviewed {he proﬁle you reported for pretending to be someone tneym 
not Since friviolateof our Community Standards we removed it Themes for 
‘ your report» We let Karen James knew that iheir proﬁle has been ' 
' removed but not Who repor‘ed. it 
' ‘
‘ 
Sieaééri'q’gom .r ., 
“Me. A“. “an.“ . ‘ . w w. -Mwmo -«..l‘. e . m . gnaw
You anonymousiy repor‘ Gjiinda Martin for pretending to 
be someone they re not. 
5 We removed the profile you reported 
Fe?) :3 . .- , 
We reviewer: the meme you reported an pretending to be someone they re 
noi Since it violated our Communin' Standards we removed it. Thanks for 
your repori We let Gjii‘nda Martin know that tileir prof 1e lites been 
. removed but not who reported it
'xégééiiHow to Céﬁtact Facebook‘“ 
This wikiHow teaches you $197 hams of 
navigating Facebuok‘s Heirs» Center {0 
traubieshootcommon acceunt probiems‘
_B_arry Watchel 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: November 9, 2016 11:25 PM 
To: Facebook 
Subject: Re: FB Abuse 
l've reported this many times. Demand someone to call 
From: privacy+jcqfzn.aeaqeoslpcq@support.facebook.com 
<privacy+jcqfzn.aeaqeoslpcq@support.facebook.com> on behalf of Facebook 
<privacy+jcqfzn.aeaqeoslpcq@support.facebook.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 8, 2016 12:36:29 AM 
To: Barry Watchel 
Subject: FB Abuse 
Hi, 
We're sorry you're having a bad experience on Facebook. We want to help, but we need specific information from you to find the 
specific content you're reporting. 
The best way to help us find the specific content you're reporting is to provide the link (URL) to the abusive content. To get the link: 
1. Click the date or time link in the post or comment 
2. Copy the link in the web address bar 
You may need to ask a friend with an account to help you find the link or other information that can help us find the content. Learn 
more in the Help Center: 
https://www.facebook.com/help/Z76669109081616/?ref=cr 
Keep in mind that we won't be able to take action on your report until we can find the content you're reporting. 
We apologize for any inconvenience and hope to hear from you so we can help. 
Thanks, 
Roosevelt 
Community Operations
Barry Watchel 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: November 7, 2016 2:16 PM 
To: partners@fb.com 
Cc: records@fb.com; Sheri Roch (admin@prorapidcomp.com) 
Subject: Slander 
To: Facebook 
Attn: Records 
Cc: Security dept. 
l have been advertising on Facebook to promote my company and paying for ads to Facebook. The company name is Pro-Rapid Compliance. In the past couple 
weeks someone has been attacking our company with Pro-Rapid “SCAM” I need to know who is behind it and have it removed permanently. So many people 
have reported this to Facebook, and myself included many times. The Company is registered in Mexico and Canada with tax numbers in both countries. This is a 
legitimate company. Many peoples lives depend on this as oilfield work dried up in Canada and USA and with the new rush in Mexico people need this. Please 
investigate this at once, and supply me the information for the person who started it, so i can work with the police and the court system. 
The information on this website is slanderous and has/will hurt the company ﬁnancially. This needs to be investigated as my company has done nothing wrong 
— and is not a scam. This is a form of cyber bullying and slander. The people that are on that website are contacting my customers directly and are harassing 
individual people. These people involved including some of the followers have said some defamatory remarks with regard to staff that has hurt them 
personally —I had originally tried to delete and block messages that were on my Facebook page from one person in particular that started putting untrue 
remarks on my own page —l would like to also know how to retrieve those messages as I will be starting a lawsuit. That specific person that remarked on my 
own page goes by the name of Trevor Roy. 
I am asking that this be looked into asap. The website called pro-rapid SCAM was taken down for a short time last night but it is up and running again 
today. This needs to be investigated and taken care of asap! If Facebook does not help me then I will include Facebook in a multimillion dollar lawsuit. This 
needs to end now. Expect a return email. 
Yourly, 
Barry Watchel 
www.9ro—rapidcomp.com
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Barry Watchel 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: December 29, 2016 3:50 PM 
To: info@fackbook.com 
Subject: FW: Attached document 
Attachments: FINAL FB LE‘lTER.docx 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2016 1:29 AM 
To: 'legal@fb.com‘ <|egal@fb.com> 
Subject: FW: Attached document 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2016 12:57 AM 
To: 'partners@fb.com' < artners fb.com> 
Cc: 'records@fb.com' <records fb.com> 
Subject: Attached document 
Attached is a letter that needs to be forwarded to the individuals that are listed on the letter as follows: 
Mark Zuckerberg 
Sherl Sandberg 
David Wehner 
Mike Schroepfer 
Chris Cox 
Legal Department 
Security Department 
www.9ro-ragidcomg.com 
barryQQroraQidcompcom 
Toll free 
1—855 285-5180
Barry Watchel 
From: Barry Watchel 
. Sent: December 29, 2016 1:29 AM 
To: legal@fb.com 
Subject: FW: Attached document 
Attachments: FINAL FB LETTER.docx 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2016 12:57 AM 
To: 'partners@fb.com' <partners@fb.com> 
Cc: 'records@fb.com' <records@fb.com> 
Subject: Attached document 
Attached is a letter that needs to be forwarded to the individuals that are listed on the letter as follows: 
Mark Zuckerberg 
Sherl Sandberg 
David Wehner 
Mike Schroepfer 
Chris Cox 
Legal Department 
Security Department 
www.9ro—rapidcom9.com 
barry@grora9idcomp.com 
Toll free 
1—855 285-5180
,/\‘ \ 
Barry Watchel 
From: Barry Watchel 
Sent: December 29, 2016 12:58 AM 
To: partners@fb.com 
Cc: records@fb.com 
Subject: Attached document 
Attachments: FINAL FB LETTER.docx 
Attached is a letter that needs to be forwarded to the individuals that are listed on the letter as follows: 
Mark Zuckerberg 
Sherl Sandberg 
David Wehner 
Mike Schroepfer 
Chris Cox 
Legal Department 
Security Department 
www.9ro-ra9idcompcom 
barry@prorapidcomp.com 
Toll free 
1-855 285—5180
Pro-Rapid Compliance December.27-2016 
1-855-285-5 180 
Markilzuekerb‘efg" 
IﬁejEéiéebébkgiIné; 
1 Hacker Way, Menlo Park 
California, USA 
CC: Sherl Sandberg, David Wehner, Mike Schroepfer, Chris Cox, Legal Department, Security 
Department. 
In August 2016, Pro—Rapid Compliance paid Facebook to advertise on their domain, it stalted 
off well until a series of events occurred in October 2016. Pro—Rapid and its staff were made 
victims of abundant malicious libel by an individual named Trevor Roy on Facebook. As 
well many fake accounts assumed by Trevor Roy. After sending numerous reports to Facebook 
(of whom we are paying for the service) by several individuals, including Pro Rapid and its staff, 
your corporation gave one response. Facebook, Inc. responded to these reports with a general 
automated response message stating that Facebook had in fact reviewed these complaints and “it 
doesn't go. against one of our speciﬁc Communim Standards”. When following the link provided 
and viewing your corporate standards we found that, based on the information F acebook 
provided, the libel attacks actually did go against your “speciﬁc Community Standards”. Yet, we 
as a company had no choice but to stop running ads on Facebook to try to get the attacks to 
stop. Shortly afterwards we became aware the same person started up his own page called “Pro— 
Rapid Compliance Scam Reporting” and we were blocked from seeing it. This Facebook was 
almost identical to our own Facebook page that was paid for and sponsored by F acebook Inc. 
This page even included the same photos and layout we used on our own Pro Rapid Facebook 
page. That did not prevent thousands of others from seeing it, many of them also reporting the 
page to Facebook getting the same generated response as Pro Rapid received. We have time and 
date stamped copies of all the information above including posts in addition to 
multiple witnesses on how this incident went viral. 
Damages sustained to the company: 
Due to this incident going viral three companies have suffered irreparable damages. Viewers and 
commenters on this imitation Facebook page, which looked almost identical to our ofﬁcial 
business page, had even gone as far as to call various oil companies to “spread the word” of our 
falsely accused business as well as government agencies including the police. In turn this
tarnished Pro Rapid’s otherwise good reputation. Not only has this impacted myself mentally and 
my reputation for the past 37 years along with millions of dollars spent developing these 
companies, but also my employees that have worked hard and have been defamed. One of them 
speciﬁcally was targeted to the point of not being able to answer company phone calls and 
emails. The comments made about the individual have forced that person to delete her personal 
Facebook account in hopes that her young son, friends, family and future employers will not one 
day read these false statements that Facebook refused to delete. 
One particular comment on the imitation F acebook page accused an employee of being a 
prostitute, and although Facebook did delete that comment when it was reported, it allowed the 
false F acebook page to continue with all the other libel comments. 
We have documentation that Trevor Roy removed the imitation Facebook page on his own 
accord because of the questions and comments he was receiving himself. 
Because of the false and incredibly negative information on both Pro Rapid’s own Facebook 
page and the imitation Facebook page, this caused extreme anxiety and worry to existing 
customers. Myself and my staff had to endure countless phone calls and spend many hours 
trying to calm existing and potential clients’ fears and worries. There were many people that 
were going to sign on but because of the negative light cast on the company declined to follow 
through. Myself and my ofﬁce staff have had to monitor the webpages very closely. 
The intemet and Facebook was a key part of growing Pro Rapid Compliance and was key to 
have experienced professional oil workers prescreened and ready to go to work. This has an 
impact on the other two companies. These companies are closely intertwined and depend on 
working in sync with each other. 
There were some followers that tried to comment in a positive manner on both the Pro Rapid 
page and the imitation Facebook page. These people were attacked online personally as they did 
not go along with the lies that were being written. One person actually went to the police about 
the harassment she endured and they ﬁnally left her alone. This is disgraceful that these people 
had asked Facebook for help and were given the automated answer that this does not go against 
your speciﬁc community standards and had to seek help with their local police department to 
stop the harassment. 
A bit of background about how I started the companies: 
For years, we all have heard about the aging and faulty oilﬁeld equipment in Mexico. There have 
been huge explosions killing many people and huge environmental disasters from pipeline breaks 
etc. 
These disasters affect all of us on this planet — there is no need for a lot of these disasters if 
things are set up safely and employees are trained and certiﬁed. In July 2017 Pemex, a Mexican 
government run oil company announced they were selling off blocks of land to drill on and 
produce. They came to Calgary, Alberta and were encouraging Canadians to come to work in 
Mexico as Canadians and Americans have some of the best safety standards and environment 
standards in the world. This is so important that the workers and companies that implement
these pipelines are well educated in this ﬁeld and do the job right — if not, then there are huge 
environment consequences that affect the planet. We need people that are experienced to install 
this so that the environment is not compromised. I jumped on this right away setting up Mexican 
companies so that I could be part of supplying talented workers and suppliers ~ we have a strong 
team of people. I wanted to be ahead of the rest and be completely set up and ready to organize 
talented employees and suppliers to oil companies as soon as they started work in Mexico. With 
my background of 37 years in all phases and aspects of the oil industry along With the contacts 1 
have made and became friends with in both Canada and the United States, I am able to complete 
a project from start to ﬁnish. I structured three companies that are intertwined to get the projects 
completed. 
Companies: 
Pro-Rapid Compliance Is a company started to pre-screen companies and workers making sure 
they are capable and experienced for each project and job description. Companies like this one 
exist in many other countries. The main purpose is to reduce injury or death as well as reducing 
liability for oil companies. It is so important that all workers meet the safety criteria, hold the 
correct tickets and have the experience for their job description. 
Earth & Iron Project Management Is a company that supplies engineers and experienced ﬁeld 
supervisors that design and supervise all phases in oilﬁeld including drilling the well and 
completing it. This includes Pipeline, facilities, plants, and reﬁneries. Along with that complete 
environmental services including pre—site before the construction. Protecting the earth, 
vegetation, wildlife and water ways and then protecting the air once everything is in 
production. 
Yazmin Oilﬁeld Services This company supplies all the workers and equipment. This includes 
drilling rigs, service rigs, heavy equipment and trucking. For the purpose to construct pipelines, 
roads, drill locations, drilling rigs and support equipment to do the entire project. 
In conclusion, the attack on Facebook has affected many people that were depending on this 
being successful. Between the three companies the projected revenue is approximately $300 
million USD per year over the next 4 to 5 years. This adds up quickly with all the heavy 
equipment and professionals needed to drill the oil wells and to constiuct pipelines etc. 
In Facebook’s Community Standards Act; Bullying and Harassment section. 
It is stated that you are to remove “Pages that identify and shame private individuals” as well as 
“Sharing personal information to blackmail or harass people”. By Facebook deﬁnition a private 
individual who “Have neither gained news attention nor the interest of the public”. Also stated in 
Facebook’s Community Standards Act; Attacks on Public Figures Facebook is to “remove hate 
speech directed at them —~ just as we do for private individuals”. 
We are not only a paying customer on Facebook but both private and public ﬁgures per your 
provided deﬁnitions. Facebook has a responsibility to protect its users from situations of this 
manner. Once the scam page was up and reported it should have been removed by F acebook 
within 4—7 days. Oil Coinpanies that have been contacted now don’t want to do business with us 
because they do not want their name slandered as they must explain this to their shareholders.
There are oil companies from around the world that are moving into Mexico for the ‘new oil 
rush’. This information from Facebook has been passed on to these oil companies by hundreds 
of people. 
In short, both the negative comments on Pro Rapid F acebook and the imitation ‘scam’ page has 
crippled these companies by tarnishing my own reputation and the reputation of the company. 
This has additionally affected individuals that need gainful employment in this industry. There 
is such a ripple effect of how many people these companies would have helped. There are the 
people that are prescreened to go to work on the pipelines and drilling on the wells through Pro 
Rapid but as well there would be many more employed by the companies that would supply the 
equipment and trucking necessary to build these oil wells and pipelines. There would be many 
employed from both Canada and the United States. This ripples further as now all these people 
gainfully employed would be supporting the economy by purchasing items and paying for 
services. You see, it is not just my three companies effected by this but thousands of people that 
would have been employed in the large projects that are starting in Mexico. 
What I want from Facebook is a full investigation into Trevor Roy and the imitation ‘scam’ page 
put up on the website along with the fake Facebook names commenting on both Pro Rapid and 
the imitation page. I ﬁnd that Facebook is responsible for allowing this to continue even though 
Facebook received hundreds of reports from hundreds of people and chose to do nothing. I have 
a binder of information showing we did all we could to stop this. Iprobably have enough 
information to write a book. Due to the negligence of Facebooks part in not preventing further 
damage to a paying customer’s requests and reports for help 1 am seeking a ﬁnancial settlement. 
I have many people that want me to seek legal and social justice. Facebook, Inc. will be held 
accountable for the damage your organization allowed us to incur and for not upholding your 
published Community Standards. We expected much more from an organization of your caliber 
and have been greatly damaged by the acts your team continuously reviewed and deemed 
acceptable. I prefer not go that route as I have spent a lot of time and energy on this and I would 
prefer to have you offer a settlement and be done with this matter. I am hoping that your 
company has a human side and will see and understand the damage that has been done. Your 
investigation will reveal the events that took place. Would you please respond within 7 business 
days. If you have any questions, please feel free to call my personal cell phone number. 
Sincerely, 
Barry Watchel 
President / CEO 
Pro—Rapid Compliance 
barrv@prorapidcomp.com 
1-250-574-1888 (personal cell phone)
Pram-Rapist Compliance lawman“ 
1—855-285-5 180 
Mark‘zubicéﬂééré . 
Th§F3C§B¢0ks 3111‘? 
1 Hacker Way, Menlo Park 
California, USA 
CC: Sherl Sandberg, David Wehner, Mike Schroepfer, Chris Cox, Legal Department, Security 
Department. 
In August 2016, Pro-Rapid Compliance paid Facebook to advertise on their domain, it started 
off well until a series of events occurred in October 2016. Pro—Rapid and its staff were made 
victims of abundant malicious libel by an individual named Trevor Roy on Facebook. As 
well many fake accounts assumed by Trevor Roy. After sending numerous reports to Facebook 
(of whom we are paying for the service) by several individuals, including Pro Rapid and its staff, 
your corporation gave one response. Facebook, Inc. responded to these reports with a general 
automated response message stating that Facebook had in fact reviewed these complaints and “it 
doesn't go. against one (if our specific Community Standards”. When following the link provided 
and Viewing your corporate standards we found that, based on the information Facebook 
provided, the libel attacks actually did go against your “speciﬁc Community Standards”. Yet, we 
as a company had no choice but to stop running ads on Facebook to try to get the attacks to 
stop. Shortly afterwards we became aware the same person started up his own page called “Pro- 
Rapid Compliance Scam Reporting” and we were blocked from seeing it. This Facebook was 
almost identical to our own Facebook page that was paid for and sponsored by Facebook Inc. 
This page even included the same photos and layout we used on our own Pro Rapid Facebook 
page. That did not prevent thousands of others from seeing it, many of them also reporting the 
page to Facebook getting the same generated response as Pro Rapid received. We have time and 
date stamped copies of all the information above including posts in addition to 
multiple witnesses on how this incident went viral. 
Damages sustained to the company: 
Due to this incident going viral three companies have suffered irreparable damages. Viewers and 
commenters on this imitation Facebook page, which looked almost identical to our ofﬁcial 
business page, had even gone as far as to call various oil companies to “spread the word” of our 
falsely accused business as well as government agencies including the police. In turn this
tarnished Pro Rapid’s otherwise good reputation. Not only has this impacted myself mentally and 
my reputation for the past 37 years along with millions of dollars spent developing these 
companies, but also my employees that have worked hard and have been defamed. One of them 
speciﬁcally was targeted to the point of not being able to answer company phone calls and 
emails. The comments made about the individual have forced that person to delete her personal 
Facebook account in hopes that her young son, friends, family and future employers will not one 
day read these false statements that Facebook refused to delete. 
One particular comment on the imitation F acebook page accused an employee of being a 
prostitute, and although Facebook did delete that comment when it was reported, it allowed the 
false Facebook page to continue with all the other libel comments. 
We have documentation that Trevor Roy removed the imitation Facebook page on his own 
accord because of the questions and comments he was receiving himself. 
Because of the false and incredibly negative information on both Pro Rapid’s own Facebook 
page and the imitation Facebook page, this caused extreme anxiety and worry to existing 
customers. Myself and my staff had to endure countless phone calls and spend many hours trying to calm existing and potential clients’ fears and worries. There were many people that 
were going to sign on but because of the negative light cast on the company declined to follow 
through. Myself and my ofﬁce staff have had to monitor the webpages very closely. 
The internet and Facebook was a key part of growing Pro Rapid Compliance and was key to have experienced professional oil workers prescreened and ready to go to work. This has an impact on the other two companies. These companies are closely intertwined and depend on working in sync with each other. 
There were some followers that tried to comment in a positive manner on both the Pro Rapid page and the imitation Facebook page. These people Were attacked online personally as they did not go along with the lies that were being written. One person actually went to the police about 
the harassment she endured and they ﬁnally left her alone. This is disgraceful that these people had asked Facebook for help and were given the automated answer that this does not go against your speciﬁc community standards and had to seek help with their local police department to stop the harassment. 
A bit of background about how I started the companies: 
For years, we all have heard about the aging and faulty oilﬁeld equipment in Mexico. There have been huge explosions killing many people and huge environmental disasters from pipeline breaks 
etc. 
These disasters affect all of us on this planet — there is no need for a lot of these disasters if things are set up safely and employees are trained and certiﬁed. In July 2017 Pemex, a Mexican 
government run oil company announced they were selling off blocks of land to drill on and 
produce. They came to Calgary, Alberta and were encouraging Canadians to come to work in Mexico as Canadians and Americans have some of the best safety standards and enviromnent 
standards in the world. This is so important that the workers and companies that implement
these pipelines are well educated in this ﬁeld and do the job right ~ if not, then there are huge 
environment consequences that affect the planet. We need people that are experienced to install 
this so that the environment is not compromised. I jumped on this right away setting up Mexican 
companies so that I could be part of supplying talented workers and suppliers — we have a strong 
team of people. I wanted to be ahead of the rest and be completely set up and ready to organize 
talented employees and suppliers to oil companies as soon as they started work in Mexico. With 
my background of 37 years in all phases and aspects of the oil industry along with the contacts I 
have made and became friends with in both Canada and the United States, I am able to complete 
a project from start to ﬁnish. I structured three companies that are intertwined to get the projects 
completed. 
Companies: 
Pro-Rapid Compliance Is a company started to pre—screen companies and workers making sure 
they are capable and experienced for each project and job description. Companies like this one 
exist in many other countries. The main purpose is to reduce injury or death as well as reducing 
liability for oil companies. It is so important that all workers meet the safety criteria, hold the 
correct tickets and have the experience for their job description. 
Earth & Iron Project Management Is a company that supplies engineers and experienced ﬁeld 
supervisors that design and supervise all phases in oilﬁeld including drilling the well and 
completing it. This includes Pipeline, facilities, plants, and reﬁneries. Along with that complete 
environmental services including pre—site before the construction. Protecting the earth, 
vegetation, Wildlife and water ways and then protecting the air once everything is in 
production. 
Yazmin Oilﬁeld Services This company supplies all the workers and equipment. This includes 
drilling rigs, service rigs, heavy equipment and trucking. For the purpose to construct pipelines, 
roads, drill locations, drilling rigs and support equipment to do the entire project. 
In conclusion, the attack on Facebook has affected many people that were depending on this 
being successful. Between the three companies the projected revenue is approximately $300 
million USD per year over the next 4 to 5 years. This adds up quickly with all the heavy 
equipment and professionals needed to drill the oil wells and to Construct pipelines etc. 
In Facebook’s Community Standards Act; Bullying and Harassment section. 
It is stated that you are to remove “Pages that identify and shame private individuals” as well as 
“Sharing personal information to blackmail or harass people”. By Facebook deﬁnition a private 
individual who “Have neither gained news attention nor the interest of the public”. Also stated in 
Facebook’s Community Standards Act; Attacks on Public Figures Facebook is to “remove hate 
speech directed at them — just as we do for private individuals”. 
We are not only a paying customer on Facebook but both private and public ﬁgures per your 
provided deﬁnitions. Facebook has a responsibility to protect its users from situations of this 
manner. Once the scam page was up and reported it should have been removed by Facebook 
within 4-7 days. Oil Companies that have been contacted now don’t want to do business with us 
because they do not want their name slandered as they must explain this to their shareholders.
There are oil companies from around the world that are moving into Mexico for the ‘new oil 
rush’. This information from Facebook has been passed on to these oil companies by hundreds 
of people. 
In short, both the negative comments on Pro Rapid Facebook and the imitation ‘scam’ page has 
crippled these companies by tarnishing my own reputation and the reputation of the company. 
This has additionally affected individuals that need gainful employment in this industry. There 
is such a ripple effect of how many people these companies would have helped. There are the 
people that are prescreened to go to work on the pipelines and drilling on the wells through Pro 
Rapid but as well there would be many more employed by the companies that would supply the 
equipment and trucking necessary to build these oil wells and pipelines. There would be many 
employed from both Canada and the United States. This ripples ﬁlrther as now all these people 
gainfully employed would be supporting the economy by purchasing items and paying for 
services. You see, it is not just my three companies effected by this but thousands of people that 
would have been employed in the large projects that are starting in Mexico. 
What I want from F acebook is a full investigation into Trevor Roy and the imitation ‘scam’ page 
put up on the website along with the fake Facebook names commenting on both Pro Rapid and 
the imitation page. I ﬁnd that Facebook is responsible for allowing this to continue even though 
Facebook received hundreds of reports from hundreds of people and chose to do nothing. I have 
a binder of information showing we did all we could to stop this. I probably have enough 
information to write a book. Due to the negligence of Facebooks part in not preventing further 
damage to a paying customer’s requests and reports for help I am seeking a ﬁnancial settlement. 
I have many people that want me to seek legal and social justice. Facebook, Inc. will be held 
accountable for the damage your organization allowed us to incur and for not upholding your 
published Community Standards. We expected much more from an organization of your caliber 
and have been greatly damaged by the acts your team continuously reviewed and deemed 
acceptable. I prefer not go that route as I have spent a lot of time and energy on this and I would 
prefer to have you offer a settlement‘and be done with this matter. I am hoping that your 
company has a human side and will see and understand the damage that has been done. Your 
investigation will reveal the events that took place. Would you please respond within 7 business 
days. If you have any questions, please feel free to call my personal cell phone number. 
Sincerely, 
Barry Watchel 
President / CEO 
Prwﬁagiid Compliance 
barrv@prorapidcomp.com 
1-250-574-1888 (personal cell phone)
Pro-Rapid Compliance December.27-2ms 
1-855-285-5180 
Mark Zuckeibe'rg' , 
IheFaccbéoksf'Inév 
l Hacker Way, Menlo Park 
California, USA 
CC: Sheri Sandberg, David Wehner, Mike Schroepfer, Chris Cox, Legal Department, Security 
Department. 
In August 2016, Pro—Rapid Compliance paid Facebook to advertise on their domain, it started 
off well until a series of events occurred in October 2016. Pro—Rapid and its staff were made 
victims of abundant malicious libel by an individual named Trevor Roy on Facebook. As 
well many fake accounts assumed by Trevor Roy. After sending numerous reports to Facebook 
(of whom we are paying for the service) by several individuals, including Pro Rapid and its staff, 
your corporation gave one response. Facebook, Inc. responded to these reports with a general 
automated response message stating that Facebook had in fact reviewed these complaints and “it 
doesn't go against one of our speciﬁc Communiﬂ Standards”. When following the link provided 
and Viewing your corporate standards we found that, based on the information Facebook 
provided, the libel attacks actually did go against your “speciﬁc Community Standards”. Yet, we 
as a company had no choice but to stop running ads on Facebook to try to get the attacks to 
stop. Shortly afterwards we became aware the same person started up his own page called “Pro- 
Rapid Compliance Scam Reporting” and we were blocked from seeing it. This Facebook was 
almost identical to our own Facebook page that was paid for and sponsored by F acebook Inc. 
This page even included the same photos and layout we used on our own Pro Rapid Facebook 
page. That did not prevent thousands of others from seeing it, many of them also reporting the 
page to Facebook getting the same generated response as Pro Rapid received. We have time and 
date stamped copies of all the information above including posts in addition to 
multiple witnesses on how this incident went viral. 
Damages sustained to the company: 
Due to this incident going Viral three companies have suffered irreparable damages. Viewers and 
commenters on this imitation Facebook page, which looked almost identical to our ofﬁcial 
business page, had even gone as far as to call various oil companies to “spread the word” of our 
falsely accused business as well as government agencies including the police. In turn this
tarnished Pro Rapid’s otherwise good reputation. Not only has this impacted myself mentally and 
my reputation for the past 37 years along with millions of dollars spent developing these 
companies, but also my employees that have worked hard and have been defamed. One of them 
speciﬁcally was targeted to the point of not being able to answer company phone calls and 
emails. The comments made about the individual have forced that person to delete her personal 
Facebook account in hopes that her young son, friends, family and future employers will not one 
day read these false statements that Facebook refused to delete. 
One particular comment on the imitation F acebook page accused an employee of being a 
prostitute, and although Facebook did delete that comment when it was reported, it allowed the 
false Facebook page to continue with all the other libel comments. 
We have documentation that Trevor Roy removed the imitation Facebook page on his own 
accord because of the questions and comments he was receiving himself. 
Because of the false and incredibly negative information on both Pro Rapid’s own Facebook 
page and the imitation Facebook page, this caused extreme anxiety and worry to existing 
customers. Myself and my staff had to endure countless phone calls and spend many hours 
trying to calm existing and potential clients’ fears and worries. There were many people that 
were going to sign on but because of the negative light cast on the company declined to follow 
through. Myself and my ofﬁce staff have had to monitor the webpages very closely. 
The internet and Facebook was a key pait of growing Pro Rapid Compliance and was key to 
have experienced professional oil workers prescreened and ready to go to work. This has an 
impact on the other two companies. These companies are closely intertwined and depend on 
working in sync with each other. 
There were some followers that tried to comment in a positive manner on both the Pro Rapid 
page and the imitation F acebook page. These people were attacked online personally as they did 
not go along with the lies that were being written. One person actually went to the police about 
the harassment she endured and they ﬁnally left her alone. This is disgraceful that these people 
had asked Facebook for help and were given the automated answer that this does not go against 
your speciﬁc community standards and had to seek help with their local police department to 
stop the harassment. 
A bit of background about how I started the companies: 
For years, we all have heard about the aging and faulty oilﬁeld equipment in Mexico. There have 
been huge explosions killing many people and huge environmental disasters from pipeline breaks 
etc. 
These disasters affect all of us on this planet — there is no need for a lot of these disasters if 
things are set up safely and employees are trained and certiﬁed. In July 2017 Pemex, a Mexican 
government run oil company announced they were selling off blocks of land to drill on and 
produce. They came to Calgary, Alberta and were encouraging Canadians to come to work in 
Mexico as Canadians and Americans have some of the best safety standards and enviromnent 
standards in the world. This is so important that the workers and companies that implement
these pipelines are well educated in this ﬁeld and do the job right — if not, then there are huge 
environment consequences that affect the planet. We need people that are experienced to install 
this so that the environment is not compromised. I jumped on this right away setting up Mexican 
companies so that I could be part of supplying talented workers and suppliers — we have a strong 
team of people. I wanted to be ahead of the rest and be completely set up and ready to organize 
talented employees and suppliers to oil companies as soon as they started work in Mexico. With 
my background of 37 years in all phases and aspects of the oil industry along with the contacts I 
have made and became friends with in both Canada and the United States, I am able to complete 
a project from start to ﬁnish. I structured three companies that are intertwined to get the projects 
completed. 
Companies: 
Pro-Rapid Compliance Is a company started to pre—screen companies and workers making sure 
they are capable and experienced for each project and job description. Companies like this one 
exist in many other countries. The main purpose is to reduce injury or death as well as reducing 
liability for oil companies. It is so important that all workers meet the safety criteria, hold the 
correct tickets and have the experience for their job description. 
Earth & Iron Project Management Is a company that supplies engineers and experienced ﬁeld 
supervisors that design and supervise all phases in oilﬁeld including drilling the well and 
completing it. This includes Pipeline, facilities, plants, and reﬁneries. Along with that complete 
environmental services including pre—site before the construction. Protecting the earth, 
vegetation, wildlife and water ways and then protecting the air once everything is in 
production. . 
Yazmin Oilﬁeld Services This company supplies all the workers and equipment. This includes 
drilling rigs, service rigs, heavy equipment and trucking. For the purpose to construct pipelines, 
roads, drill locations, drilling rigs and support equipment to do the entire project. 
In conclusion, the attack on Facebook has affected many people that were depending on this 
being successful. Between the three companies the projected revenue is approximately $300 
million USD per year over the next 4 to 5 years. This adds up quickly with all the heavy 
equipment and professionals needed to drill the oil wells and to construct pipelines etc. 
In Facebook’s Community Standards Act; Bullying and Harassment section. 
It is stated that you are to remove “Pages that identify and shame private individuals” as well as 
“Sharing personal information to blackmail or harass people”. By Facebook deﬁnition a private 
individual who “Have neither gained news attention nor the interest of the public”. Also stated in 
Facebook’s Community Standards Act; Attacks on Public Figures Facebook is to “remove hate 
speech directed at them — just as we do for private individuals”. 
We are not only a paying customer on Facebook but both private and public ﬁgures per your 
provided deﬁnitions. Facebook has a responsibility to protect its users from situations of this 
manner. Once the scam page was up and reported it should have been removed by F acebook 
within 4-7 days. Oil Companies that have been contacted now don’t want to do business with us 
because they do not want their name slandered as they must explain this to their shareholders.
There are oil companies from around the world that are moving into Mexico for the ‘new oil 
rush’. This information from Facebook has been passed on to these oil companies by hundreds 
of people. 
In short, both the negative cormnents on Pro Rapid Facebook and the imitation ‘scam’ page has 
crippled these companies by tarnishing my own reputation and the reputation of the company. 
This has additionally affected individuals that need gainful employment in this industry. There 
is such a ripple effect of how many people these companies would have helped. There are the 
people that are prescreened to go to work on the pipelines and drilling on the wells through Pro 
Rapid but as well there would be many more employed by the companies that would supply the 
equipment and trucking necessary to build these oil wells and pipelines. There would be many 
employed from both Canada and the United States. This ripples further as now all these people 
gainfully employed would be supporting the economy by purchasing items and paying for 
services. You see, it is not just my three companies effected by this but thousands of people that 
would have been employed in the large projects that are starting in Mexico. 
What I want from Facebook is a full investigation into Trevor Roy and the imitation ‘scam’ page 
put up on the website along with the fake Facebook names commenting on both Pro Rapid and 
the imitation page. I ﬁnd that Facebook is responsible for allowing this to continue even though 
Facebook received hundreds of reports from hundreds of people and chose to do nothing. I have 
a binder of information showing we did all we could to stop this. I probably have enough 
information to write a book. Due to the negligence of Facebooks part in not preventing further 
damage to a paying customer’s requests and reports for help I am seeking a ﬁnancial settlement. 
I have many people that want me to seek legal and social justice. Facebook, Inc. will be held 
accountable for the damage your organization allowed us to incur and for not upholding your - 
published Community Standards. We expected much more from an organization of your caliber 
and have been greatly damaged by the acts your team continuously reviewed and deemed 
acceptable. I prefer not go that route as I have spent a lot of time and energy on this and I would 
prefer to have you offer a settlement and be done with this matter. I am hoping that your 
company has a human side and will see and understand the damage that has been done. Your 
investigation will reveal the events that took place. Would you please respond within 7 business 
days. If you have any questions, please feel free to call my personal cell phone number. 
Sincerely, 
Barry Watchel 
President / CEO 
Pro~Rapid Compliance 
barrv@prorapidcomp.com 
1-250-574-1888 (personal cell phone)
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High 
Attention All Facebook Departments and Employees 
Please direct the attached letters to the departments and people listed on the letters. Time is of the essence and it is 
extremely important that Facebook addresses these letters within a seven day period. This is an urgent matter. 
www.9ro-rapidcomp.com 
barry@prorapidcomp.com 
Toll free 
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Preﬁaetd Compliance December.27-201s 
- 1-855-285-5180 
FEVAL‘. NOTICE 
Mark; Zuckerberg. 
ThéFaéébéokJnii; 
1 Hacker Way, Menlo Park 
California, USA 
CC: Sherl Sandberg, David Wehner, Mike Schroepfer, Chris Cox, Legal Department, Security 
Department, Marne Levine, VP of Global Public Policy 
Dear Mark Zuckerberg: 
I sent a letter to you on December 27, 2016 and I have not had a response from anyone in your 
company (copy of letter attached). This is a serious matter that needs to be addressed. I am a 
paying customer which makes both my company Pro Rapid Compliance and myself a consumer 
and your company did not protect me regarding libel and fraud. 
My company, my staff, and many others along with me personally reported numerous incidents 
over and over to Facebook and all of us were addressed with the same computer generated 
blanket response, “it does not go against one of our speciﬁc community standards”. This makes 
Facebook an accessary to this attack and defamation. In fact if you read the attached letter it 
does go against your standards and should have been addressed and dealt with right away. 
Because your company did not protect my company, my staff and I, we were damaged beyond 
repair and in turn my current customers. 
I have been in contact with a documentary company that is interested in doing a documentary on 
Facebook and how to destroy a company or individual. They want to start ﬁlming February 6, 
2017 and I am inclined to go ahead with this. Also, a ghost writer will be present at the 
documentary ﬁlming. I have also been in communication with a few news rooms in both Canada 
and the U.S. that are interested in what happened to my company and my experience with 
Facebook as a paying customer. Multiple people that I spoke to in different news rooms have 
advised that Facebook has broken laws with regard to this — for example under the Consumer’s 
Act. The documentary would bring attention to any existing companies advertising with 
F acebook or any prospective customers the risk they take and the lack of protection from
F acebook. Unfortunately it would also provide the information necessary to people like minded 
in my experience on what they can get away with. This will show and teach these people how to 
destroy a company or person. This would show companies how to knock out their competition 
on Facebook. These are your paying customers and this may make anyone else think twice 
before paying your company to advertise only to risk their business and reputation by doing so. 
The documentary and the book to follow will be in different languages. 
It seems that anyone, whether it be an individual or a paying customer is ‘fair game’ to a person 
that for whatever unknown reason wants to destroy them ﬁnancially and personally. The 
documentary will entail how to get away With this because there is no protection from Facebook. 
It seems that if there is no nudity in pictures you can get away with writing almost anything. 
You can copy any webpage including the proﬁle picture and naming the new site almost 
identically to the original without it being a problem with Facebook. It seems that does not go 
against any standard that you put in writing and I am not sure if that is because the people 
monitoring complaints and reports in your company are not trained correctly or if it because your 
company just does not want to take any action with these individuals that do this. Your 
company does have the power to shut these sites down and also the power to shut these 
individuals down and I cannot understand why you don’t. I recently read an article written by 
Marne Levine, VP of Global Public Policy (May 2013) where it was addressed that Facebook 
was looking to improve your policies with regard to hate speech and admitted it is clear that your 
systems need improvement. It is now 2017 and I can see that your systems have not been 
improved. 
Interestingly, I have also been reading your Community Standards and there is a section on fraud 
and spam. This section explains how you protect yourself from fraud and scam with regard to a 
proﬁle. It was reported to you that someone took my website and copied both the name and my 
proﬁle pictures to look like my ofﬁcial site and the response I received again from Facebook was 
that it does not go against your Community Standards. What does not go against your 
standards, my business website was copied and titled with my company name and ‘scam’. Time 
and time again this was reported and I received no help whatsoever to have this page taken 
down. Also in your Community Standards you speak about respectful behavior — I reported to 
Facebook that these individuals attacked my employee personally and even called her a 
prostitute, my own character was attacked with untrue accusations with regard to my profession 
and my business. You talk about how you want people to feel safe — what about your consumer 
that pays for your service - what about businesses that use your service? What is in place for us? 
You talk about blocking certain people or not following — but in a case where this is hurting a 
company that does not help in any way. It does not stop other people, current or potential 
customers from viewing what has been written. 
I have copies of the fraudulent Facebook page, copies of all the reports and responses from 
Facebook and l have a binder full of information on the attack on my business. 
It is nearly impossible for a consumer to actually speak to someone in your company let alone 
communicate by email or any other means to discuss why certain posts or websites should be 
taken down or at the very least investigated. There needs to be a better way to report or escalate 
reports when harmful information is put on Facebook.
I clearly need some communication with Facebook to discuss this. Why is this so difﬁcult to get 
a response? 
I ask that you respond to me as soon as possible — I really don’t was this to escalate further — but 
that depends on how you choose to handle this situation. I may have no choice but to take this 
further for my staff and my investors if you do not respond in the next seven days. At this time I 
don’t think that legal action will be a beneﬁt as your company has a large legal team and will tie 
this situation up further. I am hoping that I can discuss this directly with you. I can be contact 
on my personal cell phone number or email list below. 
Sincerely, 
Barry Watchel 
President / CEO 
Preliapiit Compliance 
barry@prorapidcomp.com 
1-250-574-1888 (personal cell phone)
Admin 
From: Admin 
Sent: May 21, 2017 10:06 PM 
To: 'Facebook' 
Subject: RE: Fb Abuse 
50 your not a human responding are you???????. 
Barry Watchel 
844 889 4540 
604 427 2169 
Earth and Iron Project Management 
----- Original Message—-~—— 
From: privacy+j3b3t5l1.aeazdt3povs@support.facebook.com 
[mailto:privacy+j3b3t5l1.aeazdt3povs@support.facebook.com] 
Sent: May 21, 2017 4:43 PM 
To: Admin <admin@prorapidcomp.com> 
Subject: Re: Fb Abuse 
Hi, 
We review reports carefully to make sure we take the correct action. We'll remove something from Facebook if it goes 
against our Community Standards: 
http://www.facebook.com/communitystandards/?ref=cr 
Please keep in mind that something you don't like on Facebook might not go against our Community Standards. Visit the 
Help Center to learn how you can avoid content you don't like on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/he|p/408955225828742/?ref=cr 
Please note that we can't retract reports once we've taken action (ex: removed reported content). 
Thanks for your understanding, 
CELINA 
Facebook 
----- Original Message-——— 
From: Admin (admin@prorapidcomp.com) 
lo: Facebook 
subject: RE: Fb Abuse
l 
l ,1 
First of all are you a human or this this a automatic, computer generated reply with no respect for the human rights and 
the protection of Facebooks customers or users. Your terms and conditions say you protect, and how is that. You allow 
children at the age of 13 to have an account. Please reply back. 
Barry Watchel 
844 889 4540 
604 427 2169 
Earth and Iron Project Management 
----- Original Message-—--- 
From: privacy+j3b3t5l1.aeazdt3nk6a@support.facebook.com 
[mailtozprivacy+j3b3t5l1.aeazdt3nk6a@support.facebook.com] 
Sent: May 21, 2017 5:49 AM 
To: Admin <admin@prorapidcomp.com> 
Subject: Re: Fb Abuse 
Hi, 
We review reports carefully to make sure we take the correct action. We'll remove something from Facebook if it goes 
against our Community Standards: 
http://www.facebook.com/communitystandards/?ref=cr 
Please keep in mind that something you don't like on Facebook might not go against our Community Standards. Visit the 
Help Center to learn how you can avoid content you don't like on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/help/408955225828742/?ref=cr 
Please note that we can't retract reports once we've taken action (ex: removed reported content). 
Thanks for your understanding, 
Facebook 
----- Original Message—--— 
From: Admin (admin@prorapidcomp.com) 
To: Facebook 
Subject: RE: Fb Abuse 
Dear Facebook 
Thank you for the reply many months after the damage has been done without making any attempt or effort to help — 
you allowed this to go on from October 2016 to January 2017 with zero replies or help from your company. Your 
security department does not seem to exist. This situation was reported numerous times on each specific occurrence, 
emails were sent to your company and letters plus further emails to your security department and VPs - so Facebook did 
have all information necessary to track and act on each and every report. As a paying customer and under the human 
rights act we will be filing a lawsuit in the state of California against Mark Zuckerberg and Facebook in June 2017. We 
have a binder of evidence to bring to court. Negligence and choosing to ignore the situation is an unprofessional way to
2
i’
. 
do business with customers. This situation not only took me down personally but also my companies in the millions of 
dollars and affected many other lives. 
All the fake accounts for people that do not exist is Facebook's responsibility to keep your customers safe. Or is 
‘Facebook creating these accounts themselves. Maybe this creates some sort of way to drum up more business for 
Facebook. This is why our companies had no choice but to stop advertising on Facebook. 
Does the report button actually work when a customer needs to report something? Many people reported and it must 
have been reported over 1000 times and each time the response was inadequate and quite disappointing. We have 
been working on a documentary about this the last few months as people need to be aware of the risks they take and 
lack of confidence in any sort of security or help from your company. It is my opinion that Facebook is a run away train 
and has put many newspapers and magazines out of business that were legitimate and truthful. These kind of 
companies would make sure to look into security and safety to their subscribers and customers unlike what i have seen 
with our company. 
I am looking forward to hear a response from you and I am curious to see how long it takes. 
Barry Watchel 
844 889 4540 
604 427 2169 
Earth and Iron Project Management 
————— Original Message-———- 
From: privacy+j3b3t5l1.aeazdt3n7xe@support.facebook.com 
[mailtozprivacy+j3b3t5l1.aeazdt3n7xe@support.facebook.com] 
Sent: May 20, 2017 2:39 AM 
To: Admin <admin@prorapidcomp.com> 
Subject: Fb Abuse 
Hi, 
We're sorry you're having a bad experience on Facebook. We want to help, but we need specific information from you 
to find the specific content you're reporting. 
The best way to help us find the specific content you're reporting is to provide the link (URL) to the abusive content. To 
get the link: 
1. Click the date or time link in the post or comment 2. Copy the link in the web address bar 
You may need to ask a friend with an account to help you find the link or other information that can help us find the 
content. Learn more in the Help Center: 
https://www.facebook.com/help/276669109081616/?ref=cr 
Keep in mind that we won't be able to take action on your report until we can find the content you're reporting. 
We apologize for any inconvenience and hope to hear from you so we can help.
Thanks, 
Logan 
Community Operations 
----- End Original Message--—-— 
————— End Original Message——---
Barry Watchel 
From: Todd Shapka <shapkatodd@yahoo.ca> 
Sent: May 16, 2017 9:28 AM 
To: Barry Watchel 
Subject: Fw: [Tiny Scanner] Doc May 16, 2017, 10:18 
Attachments: Doc May 16, 2017, 1018.pdf 
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
On Tue, 16 May 2017 at 10:19 AM, janeen hicke 
<janeen77@hotmail.com> wrote: 
Sent from my iPhone
l 
' To. Whom it may concern ' 
' Regarding-Pro Rapid Compliance/Facebook 
Hello my name is Todd Shapka ,I wanted to share my own personal impact experience I have had in; the last couple months through Facebook, regarding Pro Rapid Compliance , I first saw there Ad that they were looking for workers in Mexico around the first week of Sept [2016 I called and talked to The receptionist that answered the phone , she explained the process to me that they were a compliance company and did all the checks on workers to be hired by other companies to go to work in ' Mexico. I asked a lot of questions and they were all answered, I then Registered with them and paid my.fee, with in 10‘ days all my compliance checks had been completed my references checked as well and was told I 
f 
was on the list to go to work, I started to follow Pro rapid on facebook 
‘ and noticed a lot of very negative comments and slander being posted, there were a lot of comments about it being a scam and that we were all just scammed for our registrationfees, that the owner was a bad reputation,and that there Was no work . l was shocked of how many different pages set up even a Scam page and bad comments towards Pro rapid, there were two individuals that I saw create the most scandalous character comments, a Trevor Roy, and Ed Jarvis, there comments about it being a scam ,that they didn't exist. That there was no office and no one to contact , that they were not accredited to the better business bureau etc.. this had impacted my personal thoughts to wonder if these people knew what they were talking about, I investigated more to find out , I could not believe how much negativity was being posted and until I talked to pro rapid myself they confirmed with me that they Were looking into it but had to assure me they were not a scam and they were having huge 
issues with postings from people spreading false information about them.i feel this was very emotional stressful experience for me, I' am an Alberta 
oilfield worker and have been laid off for 9 months, this was a huge 
positive for me to‘ finally find work and the chance to provide for my family 
again , these negitive comments just made me feel very disappointed and 
unsure of what I had spent my last dollars on to register with, it seemed ‘ilike every day there was new slanderous comments to read, I decided to ' 
private message one of the most detrimental posters and he told me that 
he knew forsure it was a scam and that he had done his homework and 
said these people were all scammers and bikers and I would never be 
going to Mexico,this made me very disappointed to hear but I decided to
F—“ 
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°.°ntact pro rapid again and spoke to Barry Watchel and he explained what 
. 
W35 timing on , I myself believe that pro rapid compliance is Nota scam and I will be going to work , but I can't imagine the damage that may have been done to their credibility by the statements that have. been posted , they have to constantly defend themselves, over and over again,there was no control or security whatsoever to- what was posted and seen by the ‘ public .i feel they were so disputed and attacked by social media on Facebook but mostly from 1 or two individuals that tried to make us all 
believe that they were a scam and a fraud .this is very detrimental for myself because I am very emotionally invested to believe that I will be 
dispatched to work and this negativity has been very concerning. Thank you 
Todd Shapka
